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1: Fusung Gallery Bankruptcy Estate Auction USD 99,999 - 100,000

(Reminder: This is NOT an actual lot for sale) The Fusung was established in 1945 by a group of Japanese immigrants in Hong
Kong. Collecting and trading fine arts and antiques were the primary goals of the gallery until in 1980 the gallery was reformed.
Suffering from the financial crisis in 1992, the founders of the Fusung emerged with different management ideas so the original
Fusung was divided into three sections: The Fusung Antique, The Fusung Collection, and the Fusung Investment. In 1998, The
Fusung collection relocated to California and changed its name into Fusung Gallery. Due to the poor management of the gallery the
company was in constantly deficit, for liquidation purposes, Tokyo-L.A Gallery Auction Center was delegated by the Fusung Gallery
to auction its partial inventory which contains many antiques, arts and collectible items they acquired during the period of 1975-1985.

2: 19th Meiji Japanese Antique Doll USD 600 - 800

A Meiji era official figure wearing red color court uniform, with hands to the front, fitted with a wood stand. 22.9 inch H

3: 19th Meiji Japanese Antique Doll USD 600 - 800

The Japanese doll wearing brocade-patterned garments and with carved wood or papier machÃ© heads with painted features over
gofun, holding a small bunch of bird feather. 15.75 inch H

4: 19th Meiji Japanese Antique Doll USD 600 - 800

A Japanese Samurai Doll elaborately costumed with articulated armor plates, carrying with one sword, seated position. 17 inch H

5: Tang Antique Pottery Male USD 2,000 - 2,500

The slender gigure with tall, elongate body, his hands compressed folds, framing the well-defined eyes, nose and lips, the rounded
head framed by a tight of hair bulging. 15.3 inch H; 4.6 inch W

6: North Qi Antique Pottery Figure USD 3,000 - 3,500

Modelled standing on a rocky base, the face with large bulbous eyes framed by a helmet. 17.5 inch H; 4.5 inch W

7: Han Antique Pottery Cocoon Jar USD 2,000 - 2,500

The "cocoon"-shaped jar supported on a high splayed foot, set with a neck rising to an everted rim, the pottery of a smotth texture
and burnished to a reddish-beige color. 12.5 inch H; 12.2 inch W

8: Pair Han Antique Pottery Ladies USD 800 - 1,000

Each finely rendered as a standing lady, one with elbows bent and hands held before the waist, each portrayed dressed in a long
robe flaring near the hem, the face modeled with fully rounded features. 17.5 inch H; 6.5 inch W
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9: 18th Antique Large Shiwan Sancai Figure: Guanyin USD 1,200 - 1,500

Seated in lalitasana, wearing a dhoti and shawl, the right hand raised in a gesture, the left resting on the left knee, the face with
serene expression and downcast eyes and hair ornately tied and set with jewellery and draped with a shawel. 21.2 inch H; 12.4 inch
W

10: 18th Antique Large Shiwan Sancai Figure: Guanyin USD 1,200 - 1,800

Finely modelled standing wearing a long flowing ochre-glazed robe open at the chest to reveal an elaborate green-glazed necklace,
the hair in a high chignon, her face with gently smile and framed by a hooded cowl, all supported on a lotus base.

11: Late 19th Antique Figure: Bodhidharma (Damo) USD 2,000 - 2,200

The hallow-cast figure depcited seated with folded legs and hands in dhyanamudra, wearing thick robes with edges chased with a
floral border and cascading in folds around his feet, eyes open wide in concentration. 15.7 inch H; 11.5 inch W

12: Group 18th Antique Shiwan Sancai Figure: Lokapala USD 2,000 - 3,000

The formidable guardian king in sitting postion, dressed in full military attire, the powerful shoulders enhanced by makara epaulets,
the armored breast plate bound with cords and sashes, the fringed apron tunic worn over a long skirt billowing out at the sides over
tooled leather boots, the head vigourously modeled with bulbous eyes protruding from beneath furrowed brows, flared nostrils. 12.3
inch H; 5.7 inch W

13: Ming Style Antique Large Jade Seal USD 800 - 900

Of large circular form, superbly carved in low relief with a horned mythical beast, the stone of a greyish-celadon tone with black
inclusions. 3.40 inch H

14: 19th Antique Yellow Jade Jadeite Garment Hook USD 500 - 600

Boldly carved with a dragon head terminal facing an undercut chilong on the arched, a flat circular button on the underside, the stone
of a soft purple and white tone and naturally hued with yellow color. 3.72 inch L

15: 19th Antique Jade Jadeite Pendant USD 800 - 900

Of rounded rectangular shape, carved in low relief and pierced to the front and back face with prunus branches and flowers, the
stone of bright apple-green tone. 2.10 inch L

16: 19th Antique Jade Jadeite Pendant USD 800 - 900

Carved as a leafy gourd spray, detailed with a curved stem and two large gourds, the exterior with a smaller attendant bloom
opposite a grasshopper, the stone of progressive colors of white. purple, and green. 1.85 inch H
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17: Ming Antique Burnt Jade Pendant USD 800 - 1,000

Of ovoid form, the openwork carving a bird perched on a bough of prunus, the long tail feathers and branches with prunus flowers,
the stone of a greyish-green color with russet inclusions. 2.7 inch W; 3.5 inch L

18: Ming Dynasty Antique Burned Jade Belt Buckle USD 600 - 700

The two part buckle carved in openwork with coiled chilong dragons, the terminal hook also formed as a dragon head, the calcified
stone of a mottled ivory hue. 4.72 inch L

19: 18th Antique Jade Jadeite Letter Opener USD 800 - 900

The terminal carved as a dragon head with bulging eyes, flaring nostrils and menacing teeth, the curved shaft carved in high relief
openwork with a sinuous chilong clasping a sprig of lingzhi in its mouth, the reverse carved with a round tab for attachment, the
stone of white and green color. 9.2 inch L

20: 19th Antique Jade Magnifier USD 800 - 900

Carved with a chilong along the shaft confronting a dragon-head terminal, the back with a circular knob for attachment, mounted as
magnifier with gilt metal fittings, the stone of pale gray tone with small black and whtie inclusions. 8 inch L

21: 19th Antique Jade Jadeite Censer USD 800 - 1,000

With a compressed bombÃ© body resting on three cabriole legs issuing from leonine animal masks, the body flanked by a pair of
dragon-head handles, the cover surmounted by a finial worked in the form of a Buddhist lion with the head turned to its right, the
stone of a pale variegated celadon and apple-green colour, wood stand. 6.75 inch H

22: Ming Dynasty Antique Gray Jade Belt Bukle USD 900 - 1,200

Carved in high relief with a pair of chilong each grasping a lingzhi sprig in its mouth, one half of the buckle terminating in a
dragon-head hook, the other with an accommodating oval aperture, the underside of each with a raised circular button, the stone of
gray and white hue with black patches. 4.36 inch L

23: 19th Antique Pair of Large Size Spinach Jade  Birds USD 4,000 - 6,000

Carved in similar forms, the long-tailed bird perched atop rockwork issuing lingzhi sprays, the wings neatly folded over the back and
the crested head clasping a leafy peony spray in its beak, the stone of rich olive green color. 15 inch H

24: 19th Antique Spinach Jade Luohan USD 1,800 - 2,000

Carved with a Lohan above a dragon serpent on a rocky outcrop, revealing the subject of the Lohan making the dragon surrendered
using his attributes, the Lohan stepped on a spary of lotus flower with his right foot while an immortal boy holding a gourd escorting
the Lohan, fitted with a wood stand. 16.5 inch H
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25: Early 20th Antique Agate Fairy USD 800 - 1,000

Carved as a pair of maids, wearing long flowing robes, holding an ancient musical instrument, the face with a mediative expression,
fitted with a wood stand. 7.75 inch H, 7.25 inch W

26: Late 19th Antique Agate Dish USD 800 - 1,000

The carved floral oval agate plate with handles decorated with floral branch, the translucent stone of golden-yellow and honey-brown
tones, with natural striations of reddish-caramel banded ripples. 11.4 inch W

27: Late 19th Antique Jade Jadeite Shoulao Carving USD 2,200 - 2,800

Dressed in flowing robes holding a ruyi sceptre tied with a double gourd, his right hand holding a large peach, the stone of a pale
celadon tone suffused with russet inclusions. 12.45 inch H

28: Antique Jade Stone USD 300 - 400

The jade jadeite stone of an irregular form with progressive colors of celadon, spinach green, and dark green. The stone with natural
cracks line and white spatches. 7.5 inch H

29: Chinese Antique Malachite Stone USD 400 - 600

Large size of original Malachite stone, irregular oval form, the stone exubering natural banded contours of varying tones of green.
6.75 inch L

30: Chinese Antique Lazurite Stone USD 400 - 500

Tlarge polished free-form sculpture accents its flat-lying banded structure. Displayed horizontally, the color is variegated in shades of
blue, the carving follows the curved banding in the rock. 4.59 inch H

31: 19th Antique Celadon Jade Figure USD 5,000 - 8,000

The wine pot skillfully carved in the form of a standing up mythical beast with a lion head and a phoenix body, the lion head
suspending a loose ring, a mythical dog forming the cover of the pot connecting to the lion with a small dragon carving link, fitted with
a wood stand. 7.5 inch H

32: 19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Hehe Immotals USD 800 - 1,000

Carved standing one next to another, each with hair neatly combed and divided in the middle, the face with a broad smile, the
shorter figure clutching a brocade ball in his hands whilst the taller figure with arms raised carrying a clustered bundle of lotus bloom,
all supported by rocky outcrops, the greenish stone with russet and grey inclusions. 2.78 inch H, 2.50 inch W
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33: Late 19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Vase USD 2,000 - 2,500

Elegantly carved a large magnolia blossom pud supported by an intricate meander of entwined leafy tendrils forming the base, the
vessel flanked at either side by open-work prunusflowers and open foshou blossom next to a bamboo tree, with a cricket on the
uppermost leaf clambering onto the largest blossom, the stone of an even, pale, greenish tone with some russet and cloudy
inclusions. 4.87 inch H, 3.30 inch W

34: Ming Dynasty White Jade Horse USD 2,200 - 2,400

Finely carved in the form of horse, the leg tucked beneath, the tail wrapped around its left, detailed with alert eye of almond shape
and well-grommed, off white color with russet inclusion. 4 inch L

35: 19th Pale Celadon Jade Washer USD 1,200 - 1,500

Finely worked on the exterior with continuous archaistic patterns with inverted ruyi , flanked on the sides with mythical-beast handles
suspending loose rings, all supported on a ruyi shape foot rim, the stone of an even pale green tone with minor russet inclusions.
5.16 inch L, 3.01 inch W, 1.40 inch H

36: Ming Style Antique Celadon Jade Belt USD 2,000 - 2,500

The rectangular plaque skilfully reticulated with a dragon writhing amidst dense scrolls issuing lotus blooms, the lustrous white stone
with tiny faint russet inclusions. 3.33 inch L, 2.48 inch W

37: Late 19th Antique White Jade Russet Washer USD 1,000 - 1,800

Naturalistically and finely carved as a shallow lotus leaf curling at the edges, all supported on a ribbon tied bouquet of lotus leaves
and blossoms, to the inside a large crab resting on the leaf within, the stone of white tone with russet skins. 3.98 inch W

38: 19th Antique White Jade Padndent USD 2,000 - 2,200

Gryish nephrite jade transparent leaf, carved in Moghul style and intergral to the stem handle, the leaf rendered realistically with two
chilong dragons writhing towards each other, embracing a brocade ball, the stone of white hue with ruset inclusions. 4.24 inch L

39: 19th Antique White Jade Shi-shi USD 1,400 - 1,800

A figure of two shi-shi in pale white color all heads turned sideways, the leg are folded beneath with cloven hoof, two shi-shi are
staring each other with a pearl ball. 2.5 inch L

40: 19th Antique Celadon Jade Washer USD 800 - 1,000

Naturalistically carved as a large curled lotus leaf, the underside with ribbon-tied leafy tendrils, small flowering shoots and a seed
pod curling up the side of the body to the rim, carved with a dragonfly and a lotus root on the exterior sides, the well polished stone
of pale celadon-green tone with russet inclusion. 3.41 inch L, 2.50 inch W, 1.32 inch H
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41: 18-19th Antique Brown Jade Brush Stand USD 2,000 - 2,500

With cloudy grayish-white inclusions, decorated with archaistic marks on the convex surface, the stone of a warm brown hue with
russet inclusions. 3.88 inch W

42: 18-19th Antique Gray Jade Brush Stand USD 3,000 - 3,500

Of rectangular form with scrolled sides, carved to the front face through moddled gray skin with an archaistic taotie mark, the surface
of concave form, the stone of an grayish white tone. 4.62 inch W

43: 19th Antique White Jade Box USD 2,200 - 2,400

Of rectangle form, two carved leafy branches formed as a lock shape, both sides in raised relief with leafy tendrils, the stone of a
pale grayish-green color with some white inclusions. 5.10 inch L

44: Ancient Jade Carvings USD 3,000 - 4,000

the hair ornament of horse hoof (mati) shape, the hollowed cylinder spreading upward, cut across at an oblique angle forming an
arched profile to the rim and finished with interior ridges on the upper interior wall, the two drill holes at the base suggesting to some
its use as a hair ornament held in place by a transverse pin. 3.31 inch H

45: Chinese Ancient Jade Cong USD 2,000 - 2,500

One of square cross-section with rounded corners, carved with cylindrical apertures extending to form the rim and foot,
yellowish-green tone with cloudy inclusions. 1.79 inch H, 2.78 inch W

46: 19th Antique White Jade Vase USD 1,800 - 2,200

The long lingzhi layered of the upright bud forming the walls of the vessel, both vessels supported by a sprig of gnarled branches
carved in openwor, all carved from the milky-white protion of the stone with russet inclusions. 3.2 inch H

47: Late 19, Early 20th Antique Jade Figure: Buddha USD 1,800 - 2,200

The right hand in bhumisparsamudra and the left hand holding a thing, wearing long flowing roes open at the chest, the hair tightly
curled around the protuberant ushnisha, the face with downcast eyes and a gentle smile, stand on a jade lotus pedestal. 5 inch H

48: 18-19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Censer Top USD 3,000 - 3,200

With a rounded upper outline and a design of egrets amidst dense clusters of curling stalks issuing lotus pods, blooms and leaves,
some deers rendered standing, some swooping downwards, the stone of a pale greenish-white colour highlighted with russet
streaks. 2.38 inch H
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49: 19th Antique White Jade Qilin and Boy USD 2,000 - 2,500

The recumbent mythical animal carved with its horned head turned sharply to the left, with its legs neatly tucked beneath and bushy
tail flicked upright, a small boy sitting on its back, the stone of an even white tone with small russet inclusion. 2.17 inch H

50: 18-19th Antique Russet Jade Horse USD 2,000 - 2,500

Carved in openwork with a horse frolicking with another one, their bodies mirroring and nuzzling each other playfully, skilfully
rendered with slender legs resting beneath the body, the neatly combed mane and sideswept tail finely detailed with incisions, the
lustrous stone of a warm greyish-celadon colour highlighted with attractive dark patches and russet veins. 3.40 inch L, 2.54 inch W,
1.53 inch H

51: 18th Antique White Jade Cat USD 2,000 - 2,500

Carved in the form of a reclining cat on a large leaf with detailed veins on the underside, skilfully pick out a butterfly on the back of its
head, two cloud-shaped ears and eye brows with rounded eyes, the lustrous, polished stone of an even white color with some russet
inclusions. 2.84 inch L, 1.76 inch W, 1.37 inch H

52: Ming Dynasty White Jade Mythical Beast USD 1,400 - 1,800

The mythical beast head turned sideways, the leg are folded beneath with cloven hoof, in greenish color jade. 2.8 inch L

53: Late 19th Antique Jade Mythical Beast USD 600 - 800

Carved recumbent with legs tucked underneath its body and tail curled alongside its rear haunches, the horned beast grasping a
sprig of lingzhi in its mouth, the stone of a yellowish tone with russet inclusions. 3.33 inch L, 1.49 inch W, 1.46 inch H

54: 18th Antique Russet Jade Cat USD 800 - 1,200

In the form of three cats, each feline carved recumbent, the arched bodies curled around each other with the cub's fore-legs resting
on the hind quarters of their mother, two little cats kissing the face of their mother's, the stone of reddish brown color. 2.52 inch L,
1.92 inch W, 1.22 inch H

55: Chinese Antique White Jade Buddish Dog USD 10,000 - 12,000

The substantial stone skilfully worked in the form of a pair of nuzzling Buddhist lions, each rendered with round bulging eyes below
thick brows and mane defined in tight curls, its back with well-pronounced bosses along the spine terminating in a bushy tail, the
smaller cub potrayed endearingly resting its right side paws on the back of the elder lion, while putting its front paw into the elder
lion's mouth, fitted with a wood stand. 6.5 inch W

56: Early 20th Antique Pair of Jade Seals USD 600 - 700

Two pieces of jade seals, the white and brown stone skilfully worked with a rectangular base surmounted by a finial depicted in
openwork with a coiling chilong, 2.51 inch H; the other one similarly carved with a coiling chilong final with another chilong dragon
clambering one side of the base. 2.45 inch H
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57: 19th Antique White Jade Censer USD 1,200 - 1,800

The rectangular form carved on the flanked sides with high relief design with chilong dragon clambering on the edge, all supported
on a square foot rim, the greenish white stone with gray streaks. 4.17 inch L, 1.99 inch H

58: Late 19th-early 20th Antique Brush Stand USD 1,200 - 1,500

The rectangular stand boldly-carved in the form of archaistic angular scrolls, carved on the surface a prunus blossom with thick
branches, the stone of a pale greenish color with tiny russet inclusions. 2.79 inch L, 1.04 inch W, 0.62 inch H

59: 18th Antique Celadon Jade Water Pot USD 2,200 - 2,800

The pot cleverly modelled as a tripod water pot flanked by a dragon head and a phoenix, the phoenix's wings curled over the body,
the dragon's long horns forming the handle, the exterior carved with archaistic marks, the stone of green hue with russet inclusions,
suspending a white jade pebble. 5.13 inch L, 2.0 inch H

60: 18th Antique White Jade Ink Stone USD 2,500 - 2,800

Of half shape of an ancient bell form, the borders framing the ink-grinding surface carved with archaistic marks, the reverse carved
with a outstreched bat among archaistic patterns and feathers towards the wider end, the stone with an even white tone with russet
inclusions. 4.95 inch L, 3.72 inch W

61: 19th Antique White Jade Washer Boy and Bitter Melon USD 2,000 - 2,200

Finely carved as a bitter melon, carved in openwork on the exterior with two boys clambering the edge of the washer, grasping the
leafy branch of the melon, the stone of even white color. 4.49 inch L

62: 19th Antique Russet Jade Washer USD 1,000 - 1,200

Carved as an unfurling lotus leaf, flanked by lotus pods, flower and carp, depicted in details a crab resting on the leaf while two frogs
on the underside, carved in relief in the form of a lotus pod and large leafy stem continuing over the rim onto the exterior of the
vessel, in pale grey stone with russet inclusions. 4.80 inch L, 2.91 inch W

63: 19th Antique White Jade Brush Washer USD 2,300 - 2,800

The handle carved as an openwork cluster of vines, tendrils, leaves and blossoms, with branches and smaller melons on the
underside forming the foot, the stone of a pale greenish-white color. 4.32 inch L, 3.16 inch W

64: 18th Antique White Jade Washer USD 3,000 - 3,800

Carved with fang teeth and bulging eyes, its head slightly swayed to its left and legs tucked underneath, the back covered with
tortoiseshell incised with key-fret, well hollowed with a hole in the center of the shell, the stone of an even white tone highlighted with
mottled russet inclusions. 4.31 inch W
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65: Ming Antique Burnt Brush Washer USD 1,000 - 1,500

Of peach form, depicting a branch extended to the bottom, the reserve carved with two peaches. 2.6 inch L

66: 18th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Vase USD 3,500 - 4,500

Intricately carved as a large magnolia flower with overlapping layers of foliating petals, beside smaller flower buds, issuing from a
network of gnarled branches forming the base of the vase, detailed with a bug carved in the russet skin, resting on one of the flower
petals, the stone of even pale green tone with a minor russet inclusion. 5.21 inch H, 3.46 inch W

67: 19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Vase USD 1,400 - 1,600

The flattened vase flanked by a pair of stylised scrolling handles, rising from crashing waves, vaporous clouds and layered rocks,
carved on one side with a boy holding a broom, standing on top of the lingzhi branches, the other side with a boy holding a temple
block, releasing a stream of ruyi cloud with a bat on it, the stone of greenish-white tone with cloudy inclusions, matching with a cover.
6.63 inch H, 3.59 inch W

68: Late 19th Antique Celadon Jade Vase USD 3,000 - 3,500

The pale greenish, even stone naturalistically carved with a knotted pine tree trunk next to a flattened baluster form vase and
blossoming prunus issuing from a rocky outcrop below and a small lingzhi sprouting at the base, with two dragons clambering its
flanks, the vase and pine hollowed, the stone of pale green color with russet inclusions. 5.46 inch H, 6.85 inch W

69: 18-19th Antique Celadon Jade Washer USD 2,000 - 2,800

Carved in the form of a shallow oval form censer with four short concave feett, flanked by two pairs of handles in the form of
detached phoenix heands, suspending loose ringsk, the stone of a greenish tone with lighter russet inclusions and mottled with white
specks. 7.0 inch L, 5.11 inch W, 1.90 inch H

70: Late 19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Vase USD 1,000 - 1,200

The flattened egg-shaped paunch and the long, curved neck flanked by two tubular handles, each side carved in relief of a stylized
taotie mask, all between bands of archaistic patterns above the foot and below the rim, the domed cover similarly decorated and
surmounted by a plain finial, the softly polished stone of an even color with some russet inclusions. 5.59 inch H, 2.12 inch W

71: 19th Antique White and Russet Jade Vase USD 2,000 - 2,200

Naturalistically carved with a bamboo stalk issuing from a rocky outcrop below and a small lingzhi sprouting at the base, carved on
one side in openwork with a pheonix standing on top of the lingzhi sprout holding a leafy lotus branch, the other side with low relief of
bamboo trees and flowers, the bamboo hollowed, the stone of pale green color with russet inclusions. 5.62 inch H, 2.92 inch W

72: 19th Antique White Jade Brush Washer USD 2,000 - 2,200

The stone well carved in the form of gourd with a gnarled lingzhi stem curling up around the mouth, the stone of creamy-white with
russet inclusions.
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73: Chinese Ancient Jade Cong USD 1,500 - 1,600

A pair of jade cong; one thick-walled cong of square-sectioned form, the stone of a green tone suffused with buff and
yellowish-brown inclusions, 3.22 inch H, 2.95 inch W;

74: Ancient Jade Carvings USD 8,000 - 12,000

Two pieces of ancient tools, the axe blade of flattened rectangular form flaring slightly at the rounded blade, pierced with a circular
hole for attachment to a shaft, the stone of green hue with russet inclusions, 5.30 inch L;

75: 19th Antique White Jade Bi USD 1,200 - 1,400

Well shaped, skillfully worked as a chi dragon with a sinuous body terminating in a bifurcated scrolling tail, the recess of circular
form, carved archaistic pattern on top in low relief, pierced for threading two color tassels, in pale celadon with russet inclusions. 2.3
inch Diameter

76: Group Ancient Celadon Jade USD 1,200 - 1,400

Comprising a pair of bracelet and two tools, the bracelet of oval-shaped bangle form, one tool of irregular trapezoidal form with
bevelled edges, one in circular form. 8.9 inch L; 2.1 inch H

77: Han Antique Jade Camel USD 13,000 - 13,500

Carved in the form of a reclining camel modelled with its head turned back over its shoulder, its legs tucked under the body with its
tail curled alongside its left hind leg, the stone of olive green and ivory tone with grey mottling and calcification. 6.5 inch L, 4.35 inch
W, 3.16 inch H

78: Early 20th Antique Large Size Pale Celadon Jade Fish USD 1,800 - 2,200

Deftly carved as a pair of conjoined carp with curled tails and mouths closed forming apertures, the plump bodies detailed with
renderings of finely detailed fins and scales, the greenish even stone well polished. 10.06 inch H, 5.45 inch W

79: 19th Antique White Jade Purse Pendant USD 1,000 - 1,200

Nice and detailed pendant, the purse painted in butterfly and flower landscape, the top with two monekys hold each other. 2.5 inch
W; 4.6 inch H

80: 18-19th Antique Stone Seals USD 800 - 900

Carved in stones, of various shapes, sizes, and colors, comprising three name seals, inscription to one side; two of the seals top
boldly carved with a recumbent mythical beast resting, one of yellow tone 2.14 inch H, one of iron red with yellow hue 1.14 inch H,
the highest one of red and ivory color. 3.52 inch H
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81: Group of 19th Antique Jade Seals USD 600 - 800

Three pieces of jade seals, one of square form surmounted by a crouching mythical beast, the stone of even white tone, 1.27 inch H;
one of square section, surmounted by a single-horned mythical beast standing foursquare with its head facing forward, the stone of
olive green hue, 1.38 inch H; the last one of a rectangular base surmounted by a finial depicted in openwork with a coiling chilong,
the stone of pale greenish color. 0.87 inch H

82: 19th Antique Group of Chinese Antique USD 800 - 1,200

Four pieces of stone carvings, the malachite carved as an elephant standing up the rock with its cub holding a lingzhi branch
together, 1.73 inch H; the amethyst well hollowed carved as a water pot and decorated with lotus flowers and birds on the exterior,
2.17 inch L; two soap stones carvings one as a recumbent lion, 2.04 inch L, and one as two dragons withring amogist ruyi clouds.
1.79 inch H

83: 19th Antique Rock Crystal Cup USD 800 - 1,000

An oval foot rim spouted vessel with a lion head handle forming one end, the spout with a wide mouth at the other end suspending a
coral strings from the small handle below the spout. 4.97 inch W

84: Group of Chinese Antique Snuff Bottles USD 1,200 - 1,300

Group of six snuff bottles from various stones, displayed on a large size two-layer wood stand; two crystal snuff bottle in translucent
body carved in similar subject of bamboo trees and figure, 2.74 inch H; one agate bottle in purple hue carved with bamboo and
flower subject, 2.74 inch H; one red agate bottle carved in high relief of a pair of chilong dragon chasing flaming pearl, 2.63 inch H;
one bone bottle carved with buddhist lion amogist ruyi clouds, 2.39 inch H; one brown agate bottle carved with deer and peach tree
subject, 2.23 inch H; one glass bottle carved with flowers and birds subject, with a small wood stand, 2.42 inch H; all without a
stopper.

85: Late 19th Antique Group of Blue and White Porcelain USD 400 - 500

Four pieces of blue and white porcelain snuff bottles, all of upright cylindrical form with a rounded lip and an unglazed circular foot
rim; three of them painted with a five-claw dragon writhing above tumbling waves, with Qianlong mark, 4.07-4.14 inch H; one painted
with figure subject together with a Kangxi mark; all matched with a stopper. 4.25 inch H

86: Late 19th Antique Agate Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 900

Of compressed form with a flat lip and an oval foot rim, the stone of a dark russet and brown hues with applied carved shell
decoration of a flowering branch with butterfly and reversed with the similar subject, the bottle flanked by mask and faux-ring
handles, matched with an agate stopper. 3.12 inch H

87: Group of Antique Agate Snuff Bottles USD 400 - 500

Three pieces of agate snuff bottle, one of translucent agate body decorated on one side in low relief with fish and lotus subject, the
stone of milky tone with iron red color, 2.73 inch H; one of yellowish brown stone, carved in high relief, the natural color of the stone
skilfully picked out with a fish flipping above a lotus root, 2.68 inch H; the last one of upright form, with a wide flat lip and a recessed
oval foot, one side carved with a bat flying above lotus plant, the stone with honey and brown inclusions, 2.81 inch H; all fitted with a
stopper.
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88: Pair of Antique Inside Painted Agate Snuff Bottles USD 200 - 300

Two pieces of agate inside painted snuff bottles, both painted with figure story subject; the first bottle with a flat lip and rounded oval
foot rim, inscribed by the artist Chou le yen, 2.92 inch H; the second bottle of upright form with a flat lip and rounded oval foot rim,
inscribed by the artist Bi rong jiu, without a stopper. 2.26 inch H

89: 19th Antique Inside Painted Agate Snuff Bottle USD 200 - 300

Of compressed globular form, with a flat lip, wide mouth, and oval foot, the interior painted with a scene of flowers and birds on one
side and reversed with a similar subject of a lotus plant, accentuated by the dendritic inclusions in the stone, signed Liudong with a
painted seal. 3.33 inch H

90: 19th Antique White Jade Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 1,000

The round pebble skilfully converted and hollowed in the form of a melon, carved to the exterior with a ribbon across the melon
ending at a handle suspending loose chains to the stopper, the stone of an even white tone. 3.11 inch H

91: 18-19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 1,000

The snuff bottle carved as a Buddha's hand citron with reticulated leafy stem that resolves a smaller fruit attached to the larger one,
the stone of pale greenish color with russet inclusions, without a stopper. 3.04 inch H

92: Group of Chinese Antique Medicine Bottles USD 200 - 300

Comprising four medicine bottles of rectangular form with rounded shoulder, two of green color glass bottles, 2.85 inch h, one of light
blue color, 2.78 inch H and one of transparent color with a stopper. 3.12 inch H

93: 19th Antique  Prayer Beads USD 1,200 - 1,500

Containing 104 brown colored beads of either wood or seed separated by a carved nut bead, leading to a a coral bead and an
ancient jade carving of rabbit, above an agate bead and a bronze decoration. 19.5 inch L

94: Chinese Ancient Agate Beaded Necklace USD 1,200 - 1,500

Consisting of ancient agate beads together with coral beads arranged in double strand, terminating to one end with an ancient
burned jade bi with ancient marks, to the other end with an ancient jade carving of a recumbent ram. 15.56 inch L

95: Chinese Ancient Agate Beaded Necklace USD 1,200 - 1,500

The circular form jade and jade ring of pale celadon color, surmounted by agate beads, and dragonfly-eye glass beads, strung on a
decorative beaded necklace, terminating to a brown jade of an ancient dog carving. 14.75 inch L
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96: 19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Prayer Beads USD 1,200 - 1,500

The beaded hardstone necklace comprised of 48 pale celadon jade beads separated by 10 Aquamarine hardstones, leading to two
ends with triple jade rings forming a chain. 17.75 inch L

97: 19th Antique Amber Prayer Beads USD 3,000 - 4,000

The 54 amber beads divided by four carved nut beads, one carved nut at the back connected to a gourd-shaped white jade pendant,
supporting a coral bead, a carved nut fotou bead and a small aquamarine, terminating to a brown jade pendant carved as a leafy
peach spray. 16.65 inch L

98: 19th Antique Pearl and Jadeite Prayer Beads USD 1,200 - 1,500

Comprised of eighteen pearl spherical beads, with two beads of jade jadeite stones, leading to an Amethyst hardstone and a jadeite
carving with the subject of writhing dragon amogist lingzhi fungus and grourds. 7 inch L

99: Chinese Antique Collection of Documentary USD 400 - 600

A collection of Chinese antique documentary. 10.75 inch W, 10.3 inch L

100: Chinese Antique Bronze Seal Tortoise USD 300 - 400

Of square form, surmounted by a naturalistically cast tortoise standing four-square with head raised, the base incised with four
characters. 1.36 inch H, 2.13 inch W

101: Chineses Antique Large Size Stalactites Brushrest USD 1,200 - 1,400

Carved in the form of a five peaks-mountain skilfully detailed with jagged rockwork, the large size stalactites stone of mikly color,
fitted with a carved wood stand. 16 inch W, 13.5 inch H

102: Chinese Antique Liao Gilt Bronze Seal USD 100,000 - 120,000

Of rectangular form, surmounted by a tortoise, the snake twist body around the tortoise, each side carved in low relief with floral
scroll, the underside inscribed with nine-chracter. 2.7 inch HNote:M.B.Loon's Collection

103: 18th Antique Large Cast Gilt Bell USD 8,000 - 12,000

Suspended by a handle rendered as a buddhist gate, the sides covered in concentric horizontal bands of rectangular reserves
surrounding large characters reading huang zhong, below a continuous subject of dragon turtle and phoenix, flanked by writhing
dragons cast on the shoulders. 11.1 inch H
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104: Ming Antique Yellow Glazed Buddha USD 1,200 - 1,400

The figure seated in dhyanasana on a lotus plinth with the right hand in dhyanamudra and the left lowered in bhumisparsa mudra,
wearing a shawl over the shoulder and loose robes, the face with serene expression, the hair arranged in tight curls surrounding the
usnisa. 8.5 inch H

105: 19th Antique Gilt Sino-Tibetan Guru USD 1,200 - 1,800

Seated in dhyanasana on three rectangular cushions intricately detailed with cartouches depicting sprays of blossoming lotus
reserved on diaper patterns, his right hand raised in vitarkamudra and left hand in dhyana mudra, dressed in voluminous patchwork
robes, the face with engaged expression and steady gaze under the wide eaves lotus hat, flanked by pendulous ears. 5.94 inch W,
8.5 inch H

106: 19th Antique Gilt Medicine Buddha USD 2,300 - 2,500

The cast figure seated in dhyanasana on a double lotus base, the left hand in dhyanamudra holding a bowl filled with myrobalan fruit,
and the right hand extended in varadamudra, holding a single myrobalan fruit between the thumb and index finger, wearing a dhoti
hemmed with scrolling foliage. 8.75 inch H

107: 18-19th Antique Gilt Guru USD 2,500 - 2,800

Seated in dhyanasana on a double-layer rectangular base, the right hand raised in abhayamudra and the left hand held in
dhyanamudra, wearing loose-fitting garments falling in crisp folds. 3.6 inch W, 6.3 inch H

108: 19th Antique Gilt Guru USD 2,200 - 2,400

Finely cast seated in, the hands in abhayamudra and avakashamudra, clad in robes with raised double-fillet borders, the serene face
with downcast eyes, the double-layer pedestal inscribed Qianlong mark fo. 6.25 inch H

109: 19th Antique Gilt Sino-tibetan Buddha USD 2,200 - 2,500

Seated in vajraparyankasana with hands held in dharmachakra mudra, dressed in a long pleated robe, draped over one arm, all
supported on a lotus pedestal. 8.75 inch H

110: 18th Antique Gilt Copper Figure of Chakrasamvara USD 5,500 - 8,500

Masterfully cast, the deities in yab-yum with Chakrasamvara striding in alidhasana on prostrate figures, his thirty-four arms creatively
angled, Vajravarahi wrapping her left leg around his waist while gazing into his primary face, crossing a lotus and ghanta in his
primary hands. 9.90 inch H

111: 18th Antique Gilt Medicine Buddha USD 3,500 - 5,500

Seated in dhyanasana, his hands resting in dhyana mudra and supporting a bowl, wearing a dhoti, the face with a serene expression
the hair tied in tight curls. 7.85 inch H
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112: 19th Antique Gilt Lama Statue USD 3,500 - 4,500

The seated lama well cast on a double lotus base, with his right hand in vitarka mudra with one lotus spray flanking the right shoulder
and left hand in dhyana mudra, the face with a serene expression under the tall pointed cap with lappets flowing over the shoulders,
wearing long flowing robes incised at the borders with foliate scrolls. 6.75 inch H

113: 19th Antique Gilt Guru USD 2,000 - 2,500

The figure well cast, seated in vajraparyankasana on a double-layer rectangular base, the right hand held in bhumisparsha mudra,
the left in dhyana mudra, wearing a voluminous robe finely incised with floral scrolls. 5.0 inch W, 4.92 inch H

114: 19th Antique Gilt Bronze Buddha USD 2,200 - 2,500

Cast seated in lalitasana on a double-lotus base, the right hand lowered in vitarkamudra and the left hand raised to the chest,
flanked by curled stems of uptala lotuses, dressed in a dhoti , the tall headdress surmounted by hair bun. 4.25 inch W, 6.5 inch H

115: 19th Antique Gilt Guru USD 2,800 - 3,000

Seated in dhyanasana on two rectangular cushions detailed with sprays of blossoming lotus, his right hand raised in vitarkamudra
and left hand in dhyana mudra, dressed in voluminous patchwork robes, the faceflanked by pendulous ears, under the wide eaves
lotus hat. 4.11 inch W, 6.5 inch H

116: 19th Antique Gilt Vajrapani USD 2,500 - 2,800

Seated in lalitasana on a standing lion, with three heads and six hands, two of them holding a vajra and lasso, clad in a loose robe,
the three faces bearing an intense expression with mouths wide open revealing sharp teeth. 5.52 inch W, 5.27 inch H

117: 19th Antique Bronze Paper Weight USD 2,000 - 2,200

The shi-shi beast finely cast in a recumbent position with paws stretching out, its head raised and turned to the left, its jaw open with
ferocious expression revealing its tongue and sharp teeth, the furry mane flowing along the neck, the knobbly spine terminating in a
curled tail. 5.61 inch L

118: 19th Antique Gilt-Bronze Mythical BestPaper Weight USD 1,200 - 1,500

The transformative mythical beast with the body of a lion and flanking with two wings, in a recumbent posture with one outstreching
leg, beard in details, mane running down its back. 3.26 inch L

119: 19th Antique Gilt-Bronze Qilin Paper Weight USD 1,200 - 1,500

The lean beast finely cast in a recumbent posture, tight curls forming the mane, the head turned to its back. 3.08 inch H
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120: 19th Antique Gilt-Bronze Qilin Paper Weight USD 1,200 - 1,500

Depicted recumbent with legs tucked beneath both bodies and heads slightly turned toward the side, the qilin's tail swept over its
haunch to form a compact composition while its muscular body is articulated by a prominent spine defined with finely incised hairs.
2.33 inch L

121: 19th Antique Gilt-Bronze Shi-shi Paper Weight USD 1,200 - 1,500

The shi-shi sitting upright with front claws outstretched and ribbed torso rising to an upturned head, a furry mane running down its
back. 1.93 inch H

122: 19th Antique Zitan and Boxwood Box USD 3,000 - 3,500

Of rectangular square form, the large size zitan box painted in dark rich purple paint; the cover carved with inlaid elephant bones in
high relief design of a royal elephant surrounded by four servants next to a pine tree. 11.86 inch L, 8.5 inch W

123: 19th Antique Cinnabar Lacquer Circular Boxes USD 5,000 - 8,000

Compressed ovoid shape surmounted on the exterior by flowers and birds subject, decorated with jade, jadeite, coral, and other
gemstones, copied from the design of Qianlong period, with a Qianlong mark on the bottom. 10.24 inch Diameter

124: Han Style Antique Pairs of Bronze Mythical Beasts USD 10,000 - 12,000

Cast in the form of a pair of identical mythical beasts poised in seated position, the creature with the head of a dragon and body of a
cheetah, its outstretched neck upturned and looking upwards, revealing ferocious expression and sharp teeth framed by a pair of
ears and single horn. 7.45 inch H

125: Shang Style Antique Bronze Wine Vessel USD 5,500 - 5,800

The deep U-shaped body rising from three splayed triangular blade legs to a pointed rim opposite a guttered spout flanked by a pair
of posts capped with conical 'fire-whorl' medallions, the exterior boldly cast with two dissolved taotie mask with bulging eyes in high
relief, one side set with a loop handle issuing from a bovine mask, enclosing a pictogram. 9 inch H

126: Shang Style Antique Bronze Ram USD 8,000 - 8,500

Cast as a standing ram with its head looked upwards, its long, curved horns marked with prominent ridges, its curly fur suggested by
raised relief C-curves across his back, its body finely detailed with ancient marks. 7.2 inch L, 4.70 inch H

127: Han Style Antique Bronze Mythical Beast USD 8,000 - 8,500

Cast in the form of a mythical beast resting on its hindquarters with its head turned sharply to one side nibbling on a hind leg, looking
over its shoulder, the beast fantastically envisaged with armour-like scales, a serrated spine and limbs covered in stylised flames, its
mouth wide open in a ferocious expression. 4.63 inch H, 4.40 inch W
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128: Han Antique Group of Tools USD 3,500 - 3,800

Two pieces of ancient tools; 'S'-curved body surmounted by a small tiger head with a long slender neck gracefully curving to a
widening body with canted sides, 8 inch L; a spearhead with concave stem of pointed-oval section and tapering tang of quadrangular
section. 7.9 inch L

129: Han Antique Group of Bronze Mirrors USD 10,000 - 12,000

Four pieces of bronze mirrors, two small ones cast in plain surfaces, 3.57 inch diameter; one thick mirror in darker bronze cast with
dragons and monkeys subject in the inner circle, 5.22 diameter; the biggest mirror cast with archaistic marks of dragons and phoenix
in the inner circle surrounding a square form with ancient characters. 8.5 inch Diameter

130: Chinese Antique Wood Bowl USD 600 - 800

Well carved, of flattened zhadou form, the rounded sides well polished, a band of five bats flying on the wide flared mouth and
reflecting five ancient Chinese characters around the domed cover. 5.89 inch Diameter. 4.5 inch H

131: 19th Antique Da Ye Zitan Brushrest USD 600 - 800

In the form of an undulating scroll with wide, surface carved in high relief of a leafy branch of peaches with a bat outstreching its
wings, raised on two cylindrical terminals forming the feet. 6.45 inch L

132: 19th Antique Zitan and Boxwood Brush Rest USD 800 - 900

The rectangular stand boldly-carved in the form of archaistic angular scrolls, the flat surface further painted with a large archaistic
mark in yellow. 4.36 inch L, 1.61 inch H

133: 19th Antique Group of Red Ink Stones USD 1,200 - 1,500

A set of red inkstones including one big circled one and seven smaller rectanglar pieces in a box; the round one finely carved in low
relif of a writhing dragon amidst flowers and leafy branches, 4 inch Diameter; the seven smaller pieces skillfully detailed with figures
in different scenes. 2.89 inch L

134: 19th Antique Ink Stones USD 800 - 1,000

Of oval form, one side depicting a scholar and two attendants standing by the river under a large willow tree watching a big fish
spliting ink stones, the reverse inscribed with a poem in gilt describing the scene of the front; 7.85 inch L

135: 19th Antique Pair of Ink Stones USD 800 - 1,000

of narrow rectangular form, depicting a building under a big magnolia tree on one side and reversed with a inscription of Shao jing
xuan between two chilong dragons. 9.1 inch L
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136: 19th Antique Zitan Brush Washer USD 800 - 1,000

The thick-walled, shallow vessel carved in the form of one large lingzhi head with two small ones borne on twisted gnarled stems
issuing furled leaves,the wood with an attractive rich dark brown patina. 6.07 inch W

137: 19th Antique Zitan Brush Washer USD 800 - 900

Naturalistically carved as a large lotus leaf sheltering a small catfish, finely incised with veins and detailed with attendant buds and a
root, all issuing from stippled stems undulating next to a leafy reed on the underside. 8.2 inch L

138: 19th Antique Bamboo Carving Armrest USD 400 - 500

The rich yellow-brown wood of elongated curved form, inscribed with six columns in kaishu, revealing the article of ai lian shuo,
together with one seal mark at the top and two at the end. 12.88 inch L

139: 19th Antique Bamboo Carving Armrest USD 400 - 500

Inscribed on top in xingshu with a verse revealing the secrets of good calligraphy, ended with the artist's name, the bamboo with
warm patina and soft lustre. 13.6 inch L

140: 19th Antique Bamboo Carving Armrest USD 600 - 800

Two pieces of bamboo armrests, one carved in high relief with peaches supporting by the branch at the junction point of two pieces
of bamboo, and a low relief with bat flying above the peach, 11.2 inch L; one carved with a mythical beast turning its head toward its
tail next to a ruyi cloud. 10.9 inch L

141: 19th Pair of Tibetan Antique Silver Like Vases USD 600 - 700

Pair of bronze silver like vases carved in similar form; the body raised on a tapered lotus foot, the body of the vase is decorated with
scenes of flowers with branches and leaves, two main side inlaid with large turquoise while the shoulder rim inlaid with smaller
amethyst below two moon like handles, the mouth rim also inlaid with gem stones. 7.9 inch H

142: 18th Antique Chinese Antique Root-wood Carving USD 2,500 - 2,800

Intricately carved in the form of a large shi-shi lion raising its back hip and legs in the air with its head upright, detailed with globular
bulging eyes, the root bamboo of a darkened cocoa-brown colour, wood stand. 7 inch H

143: Late 19th Group of Tibetan Antique USD 500 - 600

Four pieces of silver-like tibetan antiques, one small vase with ruyi and dragon subject body inlaid with coral and turquoise stones,
3.95 inch H; one large size snuff bottle cast in the form of buddist lion with a stopper, 6.56 inch L; two elephant vase fitted with wood
stand. 4.69 inch H
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144: 19th Chinese Antique Tibetan Silver Bell USD 300 - 400

The ghanta (bell) surmounted by a brass-colored four-pronged vajra handle surmounting a single-faced crowned deity adhered to
the silver colored body of the bell adorned in cast bands of repeating vajra as well as dharmacakra and seed syllables within stylized
lotus petals, the interior wall of the body suspending the simple clapper. 6.10 inch H

145: Early 20th Antique Bone Stand USD 800 - 900

Comprising a double-layer bone stand painted with archaistic marks on the edges, supporting a high post of the same material,
carved with crashing waves on the bottom, raising to a crowd of ruyi clouds with a large dragon with the upper body sticking out
forming the handle. 18.5 inch H

146: Late 19th Antique Cloisonne Censer USD 300 - 400

The censer of slightly compressed rectangular form with a wide neck applied with a gilt band and two loop handles, the exterior
brightly enamelled with lotus blooms borne on leafy scrolls, all on a bright turquoise ground. 7.85 inch L

147: 19th Antique Da Ye Zitan Carving USD 800 - 1,000

Carved in-the-round with a craggy mountain peak rising from a rocky base where a smiling Luohan standing with a gourd in his
hand, the wood of a deep, rich chocolate hue. 8.52 inch H

148: 19th Antique Zitan Brush Rest USD 800 - 1,000

The rosewood brush rest carved as a three-peaked mountain supported by water waves from the base, carved in high relief of two
large dragon winding up the mountains. 6.8 inch L, 3.87 inch H

149: 19th Antique Carved Bamboo Box of Lingzhi USD 600 - 800

Naturalistically rendered as a lingzhi head, the cover further carved in low relief of a lingzhi bloom. 4.68 inch L, 1.25 inch H

150: 19th Antique Lazurite Table Plaque USD 1,500 - 1,800

The oval panel depicting a subject of ancient aritifacts, including ancient Bi chains, archaistic vase, table plaque, and plantain fan,
fitted with a wood stand carved in openwork shaped by dragon heads and ruyi clouds. 7.65 inch L, wood stand 7.4 inch H

151: 19th Antique Zitan Brush Rest USD 800 - 900

Designed as a craggy scholar's rock and resembling chrysanthemum heads, carved in the form of water-worn rocks, fitted with a
conforming wood stand. 7.85 inch L, 3.85 inch H
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152: 19th Antique Carved Bamboo Boat USD 800 - 1,000

Depicting an irregular long tree trunk raft carved from a hollow section of leafy pine, the branches curling over the top to form a
natural roof, one side of the boat with a man steering with a branch of small pine accompanied by his attendant. 8 inch L, 2.5 inch H

153: Late 19th Antique Boxwood Ruyi USD 600 - 800

Naturalistically carved in the form of a lingzhi sprig, with two lingzhi caps borne on spindly stems at the lower stem and a large ruyi
head terminal at the top end, the wood of orange-reddish brown with a mellow patina. 13.5 inch L

154: Late 19th Antique Boxwood Ruyi USD 600 - 800

Superbly conceived as a gnarled lingzhi fungus branch deeply carved and undercut with whorls and grooves, entwined with rope-like
branches bearing small lingzhi heads, the terminal in the form of a large lingzhi fungus with characteristic grooves and small lingzhi
shoots. 15.6 inch L

155: Late 19th Antique Boxwood Ruyi USD 600 - 800

Naturalistically carved in the round, the twisting, gnarled openwork stem with shapely knots and small pitted areas of faux-wear,
issuing smaller fungi forming the handle, the irregularly shaped, layered head rendered as a single large lingzhi. 13.85 inch L

156: Late 19th Antique Boxwood Ruyi USD 600 - 800

Naturalistically carved in the form of a gnarled and knotted branch of lingzhi with the largest fungus forming the head of the scepter
and five further smaller fungi in high relief along the handle. 15.4 inch L

157: Late 19th Antique Boxwood Ruyi USD 600 - 800

Naturalistically carved in openwork with entwined branches of lingzhi, the main gnarled stalk culminating in a large fungus curling
over to form the head of the sceptre, another branch issuing from the base with five more fungi and a large leaf with curly edges.
12.9 inch L

158: Late 19th Antique Bamboo Brush Pot USD 600 - 800

Carved in high relief of a continuous scene of fish swimming among leafy lotus plants, revealing curled leaves and lotus pod, flowers,
and stems. 7.48 inch H, 5.33 inch Diameter

159: 19th Antique Boxwood Brush Washer USD 1,200 - 1,800

Naturalistically carved in the form of a two-layer lotus washer, the uper layer form by a large unfolded lotus leaf with two small crabs
resting on top, middle part supported by lotus flowers, leaves, and stems, the base formed a large up side down concave lotus leaf
with a larger crab resting on the bottom. 4.37 inch H
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160: Late 19th Antique Bamboo Elephant Vase USD 1,800 - 2,000

Carved as an elephant standing with its trunk upturned, wearing a studded harness bejewelled, carrying on its back a bamboo
veneer saddle blanket carved with crashing waves and rock, supporting a zitan base bearing a removable vase. 10.5 inch H

161: Late 19th Antique Carved Huanghuali Wood Brush Pot USD 1,200 - 1,500

The cylindrical brushpot with thick straight sides, the base centered with a central plug, the dark brown wood flecked with
characteristic short golden streaks, the exterior decorated with birds and flowers pattern. 7 inch H

162: Late 19th Antique Da ye Zitan "Ou" USD 400 - 500

Naturalistically rendered, one end carved to show the characteristic hollow channels of the lotus whilst a folded long-stemmed leaf
issues from the mid section, the details carefully stained and worked to imitate the texture of the vegetable, the rosewood of rich dark
purple color. 7.5 inch L

163: 19th Antique Boxwood Brush Washer USD 600 - 800

Naturalistically carved in the form of a magnolia bloom with the tips of the petals forming an undulating mouthrim, the countersunk
base detailed with a stamen, the exterior of the vessel decorated with two floral buds borne on a coiled branch stemming from the
underside, the boxwood patinated to a warm brown color. 7 inch L

164: Late 19th Antique Huali Wood Box USD 1,200 - 1,400

The rectangular box with a shallow tray above a pair of panelled doors opening to nanmu drawers of varying sizes, the sides set with
'ox-nose' bail handles with quatrefoil brass mounts and a locking plate of similar shape, the top carved with a five-claw dragon
writhing amidst ruyi clouds with corner metal mounts, the rectangular lockplate and latch mounted flush with the cover and doors, the
high jichimu base with corner reinforcements. 6.85 inch W, 10 inch H, 9.5 inch L

165: Copy of Chinese Antique Banknotes USD 800 - 900

Two copies of Chinese banknotes of two dolloars, five dollars, and ten dollars. 8.5 inch W, 11.05 inch L

166: Late 19th Antique Hard Wood Zither USD 1,200 - 1,500

Formed with seven strings and bridges, decorated with jade and stone made characters and landscapes, lightly warm brown color
lacquered. 47.5 inch L

167: Late Ming Dehua Figure USD 3,000 - 3,500

Seated in vajraparyankasana with legs crossed, each wearing long robes opening at the chest to reveal a beaded necklace, one
holding a ruyi sceptre, one framed by the tightly knotted hair, all face with a venevolent expression, and supported on an oval
double-lotus base, covered overall in a creamy-white glaze. 14.5 inch H; 13.5 inch W
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168: Pair Early 20th Antique Light Reddish Vase USD 1,800 - 2,500

The heavily potted square-section body with tapered rectangular sides, each of the four sides painted in various subject, set to each
side with two shi-shi mask suspending the mock ring. 18.3 inch H

169: Kangxi Mark Antique Flambe-Glazed Vase USD 1,200 - 1,600

Surmounted by a tall waisted cylindrical neck and raised upon a cylindrical foot, the exterior covered an olive tone witn apple-green
splash, the base inscribed with a six-character reign mark in underglaze blue. 11.9 inch H; 5.5 inch W

170: Five-Pieces Antique Famille Rose Altar Garniture USD 2,000 - 2,200

Comprising one fang ding and a pir of gu-form beaker vase with flared necks above globular center sections and a pair of
candlestick, each globular body enamelled with stylized shou characters, encircled by ripe peach fruit and bats, all against creamy
yellow-yolk glaze, the rim inscribed in horizontal with Jiajing reign mark. 17 inch H; 15 inch W

171: Yongzheng Mark Antique Famille Rose Dish USD 1,000 - 1,200

Stoutly potted, painted with five ripe peaches borne on a flowering, leafy bough and three flying bats, the underside with an
extension of the branch and further bats, the base inscribed with Yongzheng reign mark within a double circle in underglaze blue. 3.5
inch H; 17.8 inch Diameter

172: 18-19th Antique Dehua Figure: Luohan USD 800 - 1,000

The luohan balancing atop a slender reed above a vase of swirling waves, with hands clasped beneath the voluminous folds of long
layered robes, well defined features and penetrating gaze beneath thick furrowed brows. 13.8 inch H; 5.2 inch W

173: 18-19th Antique Dehua Figure USD 800 - 1,200

In a sitting position, the left arm resting on support and holding a ruyi scepter, the figure rendered with a benevolent and peaceful
expression, covered overall save for the base with a translucent warm glaze of creamy-white tone. 13.8 inch H; 6.8 inch W

174: Ming Antique Yellow Glazed Porcelain Lamp USD 1,200 - 1,400

Of meiping form incised with string bands separating a band of linked magnolia blossoms from descending leaves; now drilled and
mounted as an electric lamp base. 21 inch H

175: 18-19th Antique Blue&White Jar And Cover USD 600 - 800

Of globular form, the rounded sides rising from a recessed base to a short straight neck, the body painted in inky cobalt tones with
four medallions of bogu objects divided by floral scroll. 8.8 inch H; 7.8 inch W
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176: 19th Copy Antique Large Hexagonal Vase USD 3,000 - 3,500

Of hexagonal section, supported on a splayed foot, set with a waisted trumpet neck of conforming section, the sides well painted with
a continuous scene of ladies story, the neck and foot painted with floral sprays , the countersunk base inscribed in underglaze red
with Qianlong seal mark. 22.3 inch H; 13.8 inch W

177: 18th Antique Dehua Lotus Bowl USD 1,500 - 1,800

The deep rounded sides naturalistically modelled in the form of a lotus leaf, elegantly rising to a rim with furled edges, the interior
and exterior lightly incised with veins, applied to the exterior with sprigs of flowering and budding lotus, leaves and arrowhead rising
above the lobed rim, covered overall in a creamy white glaze, with a fitted wood stand. 6.5 inch H; 7.9 inch W

178: Song Antique Celadon Water Pot USD 800 - 1,000

Potted bulbous form set on a low foot, covered overall with an olive color glaze suffused with a matrix of gold crackles. 3.6 inch
Diameter; 5.8 inch W

179: Kangxi Antique Large Blue&White Censer USD 2,000 - 3,000

The compressed globular body rising from a slightly recessed foot to a broad short neck with everted rolled rim, the exterior painted
with archastic patern.

180: Late 19th Antique Dish USD 600 - 700

With shallow rounded sides, finely painted on the interior with Chinese zodiac subject, the centering decorated with bagua (Eight
Trigrams) arranged intwo columns, the base inscribed with Qianlong mark in underglaze blue. 1.6 inch H; 9.1 inch Diameter

181: 18th Antique Blu&White Ewer USD 3,000 - 3,200

The flattened globular body raised on a spreading base with tall neck and everted rim, serpentine spout and looping bracket handle
applied with a lug, the exterior decorated with auspicious pattern, all between painted with plantain leaves and keyfret, the base
inscribed with Kangxi reign mark in underglaze blue. 11.2 inch H; 6.7 inch W

182: 19th Kuangxu Antique Blue&White Tripod Censer USD 2,000 - 2,800

Of slightly compressed ovoid form with upswept handles, suported by three legs, the exterior painted with floral scroll between the
border, the base inscribed a double circle. 6.8 inch H; 9.5 inch W

183: 18th Antique Red Glazed Jar USD 600 - 800

The baluster body rising from a recessed base to a short straight neck, brightly decorated around the exterior with a continuous
scene depicting two scholars riding kylin, set in a landscape with rocks, pine tree emerging from scrolling clouds, the base inscribed
a double circle. 9.2 inch H; 7.8 inch W
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184: 18th Kangxi Period Antique Blue&White Teapot USD 1,000 - 1,200

Of compressed globular form, flanked by a short spout and a loop handle on the sides, the exterior painted in a contiunous village
scene, depicting two boys talking to a scholar, accompanied by three ladie on the side. 7.7 inch H; 10.2 inch W

185: Ming Antique Jun Pot USD 800 - 900

Of pear-shaped form, the swelling body raised from carved lotus petals, covered overall in a rich blue tone with purple splash. 5.2
inch H; 5.3 inch W

186: Ming Antique Jun Glazed Double Gourd Vase USD 800 - 1,000

The robustly potted lower bulb of compressed globular form with pronunced shoulders, surmounted by a pear-shaped upper bulb
above the constricted waist, the exterior covered with a thick deep-blue glaze with splashes of milky red, the reverse incised with a
four-character, the glaze stopping at footring. 10.2 inch H; 4.8 inch W

187: 19th Copy Ming Antique Blue&White Jar USD 600 - 800

The rounded sides rising to a short waisted neck, painted with floral and birds subject, all below similar smaller panels at the
shoulder and above a lappet band at the base, the neck with a classic scroll band, drilled to the side. 14.5 inch H; 13 inch W

188: Song Antique Jun Ware Bowl USD 1,200 - 1,800

With gently rounded sides rising to a slightly incurved mouthrim, all supported on a slightly flared foot, applied with purplish-red glaze
save for the foot, the interior painted with an opaque pale greyish-blue glaze. 5.7 inch H; 5.8 inch W

189: Song Antique Ding Bowl&Cover USD 3,200 - 3,500

Of elegant classic gourd shape, supported on a lower bulb foot, the cover finely carved with a lotus scroll with lucuriant blooms, the
body carved with lotus petals, covered overall in a rich ivory-white glaze. 9.4 inch H; 6.2 inch W

190: 19th Antique Blue& White Jar USD 5,000 - 8,000

The ovoid body rising from a recessed base to a short waisted neck with everted rolled rim, painted around the exterior in a light blue
tones with shi-shi and clouds, all below similiar smaller panels at the shoulder and above a lappet band at the base,the neck with a
classic scroll band. 12.7 inch H; 11.2 inch W

191: Ming Antique Blue&White Jar And Cover USD 2,200 - 2,500

Of ovoid form, the rounded sides rising from a recessed base to a short straight neck, brightly painted in cobalt blue with a pair of
soaring phoenix, their elaborate tails fanning across the cloud filled sky, between a row of upright lappets skirting the goot and leaves
collaring the shoulder, the base incised with one character. 5.5 inch H; 5 inch W
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192: 19th Kuangxu Copy Antique Famille Rose Bowl USD 800 - 1,000

Finely potted, the rounded sides rising from a short straight foot to a slightly everted rim, the exterior with four circular medallions
with a composite floral bloom, divided by floral sprays, the interior painted in underglaze-blue, the base with Yongzheng reign mark
within a double circle. 2.9 inch H; 5.8 inch Diameter

193: Qianlong Mark Antique Export Dish USD 500 - 800

The interior painted with a central medallion enclosing two ladies with a boy in a terraced garden beneath an overhanging pine
bough and pierced rockwork and plants in the foreground, the base inscribed with a six-character in underglaze red.1.2 inch H; 9.2
inch Diameter

194: Group 18th Antique Export Dishes USD 800 - 1,000

Each of the rounded sides rising to an everted rim, one interior painted two ladies with a boy scene, the others painted with floral and
butterfly subject, all encircled by floral scroll within a wide border. 9.1 inch W

195: Kuangxu Mark Antique Export Dish USD 500 - 800

The shallow rounded sides rising from a short tapering foot to an everted rim, painted to the interior with two butterflies amongst
flowering blooms, the base inscribed in underglaze red with a six-character seal mark. 0.9 inch H; 9.2 inch Diameter

196: Late Ming Antique Large Blue&White Dish USD 2,000 - 3,000

The rounded sides rising to an everted rim, painted to the interior with a continuous landscape scene of a man ridding the horse,
encircled by a border of eight plant panel. 16.2 inch Diameter; 2.4 inch W

197: Ming Antique Blue&White Dish USD 800 - 1,200

Painted to the interior with a a central medallion enclosing two sages ina landscape with an overhanging tree and rocks in the
foreground, the rim with scattered floral sprays within a shaped cartouche bordered. 2.2 inch H; 12.8 inch Diameter

198: 19th Taokuang Export Famille Rose Dish USD 600 - 700

The shallow rounded sides rising from a short tapering foot to a broad everted rim, brightly enamelled to the interior with a
continuous scene of a man encircled by a composite floral spray, the base incisded with a six-character mark in underglaze iron red.
1.2 inch H; 9.1 inch Diameter

199: 18th Antique Export Dish USD 600 - 700

The deep rounded sides rising from a recessed base to a widely flaring rim, brightly enamelled to the interior with a miliatary subject,
two man standing on each side, the base inscribed with Qianlong seal mark in underglaze iron red. 1.2 inch H; 9.1 inch Diameter
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200: 19th Kuangxu Antique Blue&White Vase USD 2,200 - 2,500

The baluster body rising from a recessed foot to a waisted neck and lipped rim, flanked by a pair of handles, the body painted with
"Eight Immortal" scene, the rim with upright plantain leaves and the foot encircled by keyfret and ruyi nands, the base incised with
Qianlong seal mark. 11.8 inch H; 7.5 inch W Note: Mr. Dalton Familly Collection

201: 19th Antique Flambe-Glazed Vase USD 600 - 800

The pear shaped body rising from a gently straight foot to a waisted neck, the shoulder encircled with a raised fillet, flanked by a pair
of deer handles, covered overall in a rich purplish glaze with brownish streaks around the rim and handles. 13.7 inch H; 10.3 inch W

202: Pair 19th Antique Blue&White Vase USD 600 - 800

Each sturdily potted of archaistic hu form, the robust pear-shaped body sweeping up to a tapering neck flanked by a pair of sika, the
body painted a composite of plum blossom, all against in cobalt-blue glaze, the base inscribed a double circle. 12.3 inch H; 8.5 inch
W

203: Pair 19th Blue&White Hatstand USD 500 - 600

The body rising from a tall cylindrical neck, boldly painted to the exterior with two panel depicting bogu pattern. 10.7 inch H; 5.1 inch
W

204: 19th Antique Blue&White Vase USD 300 - 400

The globular body rising from a short spreading foot to a tall slightly waisted neck and flaring mouth, painted around the exterior in
rich cobalt-blue tones with scholars seated conversing in a garden, the upper neck painted with plantain leaves, the base inscribed a
double circle. 15.3 inch H; 7.8 inch W

205: Pair 19th Antique Red And Green Glazed Vase USD 1,200 - 1,400

Stoutly potted, the tapering body rising from a splayed foot to a rounded shoulders, sweeping up to ta short cylindrical neck and wide
everted rim, brightly painted under red and green tone with scholars and attendeants, the base inscribed with Jiajing reign mark
within a double circle. 16.5 inch H; 8.9 inch W

206: Group 19th Antique Blue&White Bowl USD 100 - 200

Each pierced around the body with a broad band filled with a transparent glaze to produce the effect of lace, one interior centering
painted with a dragon in pursuit of "flaming pearl", the other one centering with a continuous scene depicting a pavilon and a scholar
crossing the bridge with Kangxi reign mark within a double circle. 2.2 inch H; 4.7 inch Diameter

207: 18th Antique Blue&White Jar USD 2,200 - 2,500

The exterior decorated with phoenix and dragon subject, the phoenix rendered in pursuit of floral scroll, all between stylished bands
of pendent and upright petal lappets, all below a classic scroll band collaring the neck, the slightly countersunk unglazed base
centred with a double circle in underglaze blue. 10.5 inch H; 9.8 inch W
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208: Antique Blue&White And Red Glazed Jar USD 2,500 - 2,800

The baluster body rising to a short waisted neck and everted rim, boldly painted with Kylin in red glaze and floral blossoms borne on
leafy scrolling stems, the recessed base unglazed with Kangxi reign mark. 12.8 inch H; 11 inch W

209: Qing Antique Blue&White Vase USD 250,000 - 300,000

The body of flattened pear shape rising from a short straight foot to a tall broad neck with indented corners and set with a pari of lug
handles, moulded to the pair three-clawed dragon in mutual pursuit of a "flaming peral", around the body with a dense stylished
pattern of scrolling lotus vlooms and curling foliage, the underside with Qianlong reign seal mark. 20.2 inch H; 9.8 inch W

210: Yongzheng Mark Antique Flambe-Glazed Vase USD 2,000 - 2,500

The globular body rising from a short splayed foot to a tall ribbed neck with evereted waisted rim, applied overall with milky
lavender-blue streaks drizzling down from the cream-rimmed mouth over the belly and foot, the underside covering the incised
Yongzheng seal mark. 15.7 inch H; 8.7 inch W

211: Early 20th Copy Antique Vase USD 600 - 800

The globular body rising from a splayed foot to a tall slightly waisted neck and flaring mouth, the exterior painted with a continuous
scene of "Eight Immortal" subject, the underside incised with Qianlong seal mark in underglaze red. 16 inch H; 9 inch W

212: Antique Rose Famille Hexagonal Vase USD 800 - 1,200

Of hexagonal section, sturdily potted with a slightly tapered body sweeping up to a broad shoulder and surmounted by a waisted
neck and flared rim, all supported on a smaller splayed foot of conforming section, the exterior painted with a continuous scene of
human figure subject, the bottom inscribed with Tongzhi seal mark in underglaze red. 15.3 inch H; 6.8 inch W

213: Ming Longquan Glazed Vase USD 2,500 - 2,800

Of baluster form, the ovoid body with an elegant five-clawed dragon scroll in applied relief comprising , all between with overlapping
lotus petals, covered overall in a sea-green glaze. 13.2 inch H; 6.8 inch W

214: Ming Style Antique Blue&White Vase& Cover USD 2,000 - 2,200

Potted with a broad rounded shoulder rising to a waisted neck and lipped mouth, the exterior painted with fish swimming in a lotus
pond with waterweeds and aquatic plants, the top with a lock cover. 10.2 inch H; 7.9 inch W

215: 19th Antique Large Blue& White Jar USD 600 - 800

Of globular form, the rounded sides rising from a recessed base to a short straight neck, brightly painted around the body in inky
cobalt tones with a continuous human figure, a man is setting under a pine tree, playing instrument and two play chess, the upper
painted with birds across the cloud-filled sky, the lower side with horse and wave. 13.5 inch H; 12 inch W
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216: 19th Antique Blue& White Jar USD 600 - 800

Of baluster form with a rounded shoulder and short straight neck, covered with white base and painted in inky blue with flowers and
birds subject. 11.8 inch H; 10.3 inch W

217: Song Antique Light Celadon Vase USD 600 - 800

The potted ovoid body rising to a slightly flared neck encircled by a double raised fillet, the exterior caved with lotus scrolls, covered
overall with a cream celadon glaze. 12.2 inch H; 6.8 inch W

218: Late Ming Antique Blue&White Jar USD 2,500 - 2,800

The robust baluster body rising from a flat base to a broad shoulder and a short constricted neck, the exterior of the body divided into
four cartouches, all painted in rich cobalt-blue tones with larg lappet panels enclosing flowers issuing from rockwork divided by
strapwork, all below similar smaller panels at the shoulder and above a lappet band at the vase, the base inscribed with Wanli mark
in underglaze blue. 9.7 inch H; 8.7 inch W

219: Late Ming Antique Rose Famille Vase USD 800 - 900

Exquisitely potted with a globular body surmounted by a tall tubular neck, the exterior painted with "Eight Immortal" subject. 11.8 inch
H; 6.4 inch W

220: Song Antique Light Celadon Vase USD 600 - 800

Of tall ovoid form, set with a short neck and wedge-shaped flanged mouth, the body carved with the design of lotus scroll, applied
overall with a cream celadon glaze. 11.8 inch H; 6.8 inch W

221: Late Ming Antique Celadon Meiping Vase USD 2,000 - 3,000

Well potted with broad rounded shoulders rising to a waisted neck and a lipped mouth, the exterior painted with five-clawed dragon
alternately in pursuit of "flaming pearl" amidst composite cloud scrolls, covered overall with an even olive-green glaze, the base with
a burnt-orange unglazed ring. 10.8 inch H; 6.9 inch W

222: Ming Longquan Glazed Meiping Vase USD 3,000 - 3,800

Well potted with broad rounded shoulders rising to a waisted neck and a lipped mouth, deftly and densely carved around the body in
a free manner with lotus flower, broads furling leaves and lotus pod, richly applied overall with an unctuous yellowish-green glaze
pooling to a darker tone in the recesses. 13.2 inch H; 8.8 inch W

223: 18th Antique Blue&White Vase USD 800 - 1,000

The pear shaped body rising from a gently spreading foot to a waisted neck, the shoulder flanked by a pair of animal mask handles,
the exterior painted with a bird resting on floral branches. 15.8 inch H; 8.3 inch W
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224: Kangxi Mark Antique Vase USD 600 - 800

Well potted of elongated pear shape sweeping up to a slender neck, exquisitely painted in vivid cobalt blue with luohan subject,
covered overall with a transparent sea-green glaze suffused with a crackle evoking flakes of translucent ice, the bottom with Kangxi
mark in underglaze blue. 13.5 inch H; 8.5 inch W

225: Antique Red Glazed Gourd Vase, Kangxi Mark USD 800 - 1,200

Potted with a globular lower bulb rising to waisted neck and a smaller upper bulb tapering to a narrow mouth, applied overall with a
vivid red glazed speckled color, the base with Kangxi reign mark in underglaze blue. 12.2 inch H; 7.3 inch W

226: Late 19, Early 20th Antique Square Vase USD 1,000 - 1,200

The body of square section rising from a short straight circular foot to a tapering circular neck with a lipped rim, the side with a pair of
elephant mask handles suspending the mock ring, two side with floral branch and bird landscape panel, and the other with Chinese
characters. 13.1 inch H; 5.3 inch W

227: Kangxi Mark Antique Peach Bloom Glazed Vase USD 12,000 - 13,000

Of archaic form, the tall rectangular body rising from a broad circular base to a short cylindrical neck with rounded rim, the body
flanked with two elepant handles suspending the mock ring, covered overall in an apple-green with brown glaze, the underside
inscribed with Kangxi reign mark in underglaze blue. 11.3 inch H; 7.4 inch W

228: 19th Antique Blue& White Brush Pot USD 800 - 1,200

The cylindrical brushpot with thick straight sides, the exterior painted with Wanshou subject. 8 inch H; 6.7 inch W

229: Late Ming Antique Blue&White Pot USD 4,000 - 8,000

The slightly tapered rectangular body supported on four legs, each side with a five-clawed dragon sinuous scaly bodies writhing
amongst stylised ruyi cloud scroll, with Jiajing mark. 10 inch H; 6.7 inch W

230: 17-18th Antique Blue&White Square Censer USD 2,000 - 2,200

The square body rising from four animal mask legs to a broad everted rim, set with two rounded square handles, front and back side
painted with three-clawed dragon striding around the vase amidst a dense lotus ground. 10.8 inch H; 12.8 inch W

231: Song Antique Celadon Jar USD 800 - 1,200

Of broad-shouldered ovoid form rising to a short neck with lipped rim, the body set to either side with a pair of ridged strap handles,
all resting on a short, flared foot, the exterior painted with large blooming lotus floral blossom wreathed by foliage, interrupted by
scrolling motifs and a flower. 8.7 inch H; 6.8 inch W
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232: Late Ming Antique Blue&White Garlic Vase USD 1,200 - 1,800

Nice garlic-necked bottle vase, painted with a composite lotus scroll and shi-shi subject. 8.3 inch H; 4.8 inch W

233: PAir Qianlong Mark Antique Blue&White Vase USD 4,000 - 6,000

Each of heavily potted square-section body with rectangular sides, set on two sides with shi-shi handles, suspending the mock ring,
the tapering shoulder panels rising to a flared neck, with plantain leaves below. 11.2 inch H; 5.2 inch W

234: Pair Qianlong Mark 19th Copy Antique Celadon Vase USD 2,000 - 2,200

The archaistic cong-form body painted with floral subject, all against cream celadon base, the bottom incised with Qianlong seal
mark. 10.4 inch H; 4.3 inch W

235: Late Ming Antique Longquan Bowl USD 2,000 - 2,500

The deep rounded sides molded and carved on the exterior with overlapping petals, covered overall in a sea-green glaze stopping
neatly at the foot to reveal the unglazed foot ring burnt-orange in the firing. 8.2 inch Diameter; 4.2 inch H

236: Ming Antique Longquan Celadon Censer USD 800 - 1,000

Robustly potted and raised on a short foot, the shallow rounded side scarved with the "Eight Trigrams", between bands of applied
bosses encircling the incurved rim and base, covered with a lustrous sea-green glaze falling short of the center of the interior and
raised on the foot. 3.8 inch H; 7.8 inch W

237: Kangxi Mark Antique Yellow Glazed Dish USD 3,000 - 3,500

The shallow rounded sides supported on a short tapered foot, painted to the interior with a central medallion enclosing a five-clawed
dragon, the sinuous scaly body writhing cloud scrolls, the exterior decorated with dragon and flame scrolls, all reserved against a
righ egg-yolk yellow ground, the base inscribed with Kangxi reign mark in underglaze blue. 16.5 inch Diameter; 2.6 inch H

238: Early 20th Copy Antique Large Blue&White Dish USD 600 - 800

The rounded sides rising to a molded lobed rim, painted to interior with Chinese pottery "Niannujiao", encircled by shi-shi and floral
scroll, the reverse with similar subject. 3.5 inch H;18.6 inch Diameter

239: Early 20th Copy Antique Blue&White And Iron Red Dish USD 800 - 900

The rounded sides rising from a short tapering foot to a everted rim, painted to the interior with two large scarly five-clawed dragons
in mutual pursuit of a "flaming pearl", all amidst clouds, encircled at the well by a composite floral scroll, the exterior painted similarly,
the base inscribed with Wanli reign mark within a double circle. 2.9 inch H; 15.6 inch Diameter
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240: 19th Copy Antique Blue&White Dish USD 600 - 800

The shallow rounded sides resting on a short foot, the interior painted under blue tone with four-clawed dragon, tiger, turtle, kylin and
rosefinch, each is vivid, the exterior applied in light blue glaze, the base left white and inscribed with Kangxi reign mark within double
circle. 2.5 inch H; 13.8 inch Diameter

241: Ming Wanli Antique Red Glazed Dish USD 800 - 1,000

With a slightly tapered foot and everted rim, the interior painted with various petal in Taoism subject. 2.3 inch H; 12.6 inch Diameter

242: 18th Antique Large Export Dish USD 1,000 - 1,200

The shallow rounded sides rising from a slightly tapered foot, freely painted on the interior in European style subjuect, the rim
decoarted with three pavilion, the base inscribed with a six-character in underglaze iron-red. 2.1 inch H; 15.7 inch Diameter

243: 18th Antique Blue&White Dish USD 2,800 - 3,000

With shallow sides rising from a short foot, the interior painted with a continuous scene of the eighteen arhats in a wave landscape,
all depicted with their attrinutes, the exterior painted with floral scroll, the base inscribed with Kangxi reign mark in underglaze blue
within a double circle. 2.1 inch H; 10.4 inch Diameter

244: 19th Antique Famille Rose Dish USD 400 - 500

The rounded sides rising from a short tapered foot to a straight rim, painted with a central of ladies and boys figures in a walled
garden, encircled by floral branches, the base inscribed with Xianfeng seal mark in underglaze red. 9.5 inch Diameter; 1.6 inch H

245: 19th Kuangxu Antique Glazed Dish USD 1,200 - 1,800

The rounded sides supported on a straight foot, incised to the exterior with an undulating composite floral scroll, the interior
decorated with birds resting on the plum bloom branches, covered overall in a rich egg-yolk yellow glaze, the white base inscribed
with a six-character mark. 1.7 inch H; 9.3 inch Diameter

246: 19th Antique Yellow Glazed Dish USD 800 - 1,200

The shallow rounded sides rising from a low tapered foot to an everted rim, applied overall with an egg-yolk yellow glaze, the interior
decorated with variety floral bloom, the base left white and centered with a Qianlong seal mark in underglaze red. 1.5 inch H; 8.5
inch Diameter

247: 19th Antique Famille Rose Dish USD 800 - 900

Potted with rounded sides rising from a short tapering foot to a gently flaring rim, the interior painted with a continuous scene of
human figure, centering with a scholar in siitting position, the base inscribed with Xianfeng seal mark in underglaze red. 1.8 inch H;
8.7 inc Diameter
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248: 19th Export Antique Blue&White Dish USD 200 - 400

Painted in shades of dark blue with an arrangement of varying blooms scene, the underside with flowering scroll, the base inscribed
with four character seal mark in underglaze blue. 1.5 inch H; 8.8 inch Diameter

249: 19th Antique Blue&White Dish USD 300 - 400

Boldly decorated to the interior with a large floral bloom borne on a leafy stem, the exterior decorated with a continuous floral scroll,
the four-character mark inscribed in underglaze blue. 1.5 inch H; 7.7 inch Diameter

250: 19th Copy Antique Blue&White Dish USD 800 - 1,000

With shallow rounded sides rising to a lipped and everted rim, all supported on a short tapering foot, the center finely painted in soft
shaded tones of underglaze blue with a leafy branch bearing gardenia blossons, the exterior wall with a continuous floral blossom,
the base glazed white and inscribed with Yongzheng seal mark within double circle. 1.5 inch H; 7.2 inch DiameterNote: 1970-1-12
Estate Auction

251: Xianfeng Mark Antique Doucai Dish USD 1,000 - 1,500

Finely decorated in the doucai palette, the exterior with a sirled roundel enclosed by interlined scrolls issuing alternating leafy and
floral blooms, the interior decorated with Eight Immortal subject, the base inscribed with Xianfeng mark in underglaze blue. 8.7 inch
Diameter; 1.8 inch HNote: Lee. Chait. Museum

252: 19th Antique Dish USD 1,200 - 1,500

The shallow rounded sides supported on a tapered foot, painted to the interior with a central medallion enclosing a five-clawed
dragon sinuous scaly body writhing amongst stylished ruyi cloud scrolls, all encircled by double line border repeated at the rim, the
white base inscribed with Kuangxi reign mark in underglaze blue. 6.5 inch Diameter; 1.4 inch H

253: Late 19th Copy Antique Blue&White Dish USD 800 - 1,000

The rounded sides supported on a short tapered foot, the interior painted with a central roundel enclosing a five-clawed dragon
writhing amongst cresting blue waves, the exterior with nine dragons above waves, the base with Qianlong seal mark. 7.1 inch
Diameter; 1.6 inch H

254: Xianfeng Mark Antique Famille Rose Dish USD 600 - 800

The rounded sides rising from a short tapering foot to a slightly everted rim, painted to the interior with a continuous scene of human
figure, the centering with one lady in sitting position reading. the base inscribed with Xianfeng seal mark in underglaze red. 8.7 inch
Diameter; 1.7 inch H

255: Jiaqing Mark Antique Blue&White Dish USD 2,000 - 3,000

The rounded sides rising from a tapered foot to a slightly flared rim, the interior painted with a scaly dragon leaping to grasp a
"flaming pearl" amid flame scrolls, the exterior repeating the motif, all within double line border, the base with Jiaqing seal mark. 8.2
inch Diameter; 1.7 inch H
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256: Xianfeng Mark Antique Doucai Dish USD 1,200 - 1,500

Painted with a medallion of lotus palnts emerging from the water, encircled by eight immortal subject , between double line borders,
the base with a six-character mark in underglaze blue. 1.7 inch H; 8.4 inch Diameter

257: Late Ming Antique Blue&White Dish USD 400 - 600

Potted with shallow rounded sides rising from a short foot to a flared rim, the sides gently detailed with incised swirls to simulate
petals, the interior decorated in underglaze blue with a double-line a central floral bloom and a pair of ducks. 8.3 inch Diameter; 1.1
inch H

258: Antique Blue&White Dish USD 200 - 300

The shallow rounded sides rising from a short tapering foot to an everted rim, painted in inky-blue tones to the interior centred with a
lotus blossom spray, the rim with a matching continuous scroll, the base inscribed with flower mark within a double circle. 8.7 inch
Diameter; 1.6 inch H

259: Kangxi Mark Antique Blue&White Dish USD 2,800 - 3,500

With gently rounded sides rising from a slightly tapered foot, boldly painted to the center with a five-clawed dragon leaping amidst
clourds, the exterior with dragons striding in pursuit of "flaming pearls", the Kangxi reign mark inscribed within a double circle. 9.7
inch Diameter, 1.8 inch H

260: Kuangxu Mark Antique Blue&White Dish USD 1,200 - 1,500

Potted with rounded sides and lipped rim, painted to the interior with a garden pavillion scene of scholars talking under a tree, the
base incised with Kuangxu reign mark in underglaze blue. 9.2 inch Diameter; 2.3 inch H

261: Taokuang Mark Antique Blue&White And Iron Red Dish USD 2,200 - 2,800

Decorated to the interior with a five-clawed dragon writhing above crested waves, the underside similarly decorated with two dragons
dancing above waves, the base with a six-character seal mark. 1.8 inch H; 9.9 inch W

262: Kuangxu Mark Antique Blue&White Dish USD 800 - 1,000

The rounded sides rising from a tapered foot to a slightly flared rim, the interior painted with a scaly dragon leaping to grasp a
"flaming pearl" amid flame scrolls, the exterior repeating the motif, all within double line borders, the base with a six-character seal
mark. 1.6 inch H; 7.3 inch Diameter

263: Kuangxu Antique Blue&White Dish USD 800 - 1,000

The shallow rounded sides resting on a short foot, the interior with a central medallion desely decorated with cranes amidst cloud, all
within a double-line border repeated at the rim, the base with a six-character mark within a double circle in underglaze blue. 1.4 inch
H; 6.9 inch W
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264: Ming Antique Blue&White Dish USD 1,200 - 1,500

The rounded sides rising from a short spreading foot to an everted rim, painted to the interior with underglaze blue with crab and
fishes swimming amongst lotus and water weed, the exterior painted similarly floral sprays. 3 inch H; 11.8 inch Diameter

265: Pair 19th Export Antique Blue&White Dish USD 1,200 - 1,500

With low, roundedd sides rising from a gently tapered foot to a flared rim, the interior painted with eight immortal and western
missionary subject, the centering decorated with a flameing peral, the exterior base decorated with tradition scroll, the base inscribed
with Qianlong reign mark in underglaze blue. 2.2 inch H; 8.3 inch Diameter

266: 19th Copy Antique Blue&White Vase USD 3,500 - 3,800

Finely potted with a rectangular baluster body rising from a splayed foot to a waisted neck and flared rim, the body painted with
bands of composite scrolling floral, the upper section decorated with plantain leaves. 17.8 inch H; 6.7 inch W

267: 18th Antique Blue&White And Red Glazed Vase USD 2,200 - 2,500

The globular body rising from a spreading foot to a tall slightly waisted neck and flaring mouth, painted around the exterior in rich
cobalt blue and red glaze tone with a pair of five-clawed dragons in pursuit of a "flaming pearl" amidst clouds, between decorated
with ruyi scroll and keyfret band, the base inscribed with Kangxi reign mark in underglaze blue. 18.3 inch H; 8.3 inch W

268: 19th Antique Green Glazed Vase USD 2,000 - 2,500

Finely potted with high swelling shoulders rising to a narrow neck and evereted rim, superbly paintedly under green tone around the
sides with a composite of blossom floral, all aganist dark green glaze, the base inscribed with Kangxi reign mark. 16.3 inch H; 8.8
inch W

269: 19th Antique Green Glazed Vase USD 800 - 900

The slightly spreading foot rising to a rounded body and tall cylindrical neck, the neck decorated with a dragon twisting, covered
overall in a creamy green glaze, the base inscribed with Qianlong seal mark in underglaze blue. 13 inch H; 6.8 inch W

270: 19th Antique Blue&White Jar USD 800 - 900

brightly painted in cobalt blue with a dragon writhing among clouds in pursuit of a "flaming pearl", between stylished bands of
pendent and upright petal lappets encircling the shoulder and foot, all below a "classic" scroll band collaring the neck, the base
inscribed with characters mark. 11.4 inch H; 12.9 inch W

271: 19th Antique Famillr Rose Twin Gourd USD 800 - 1,200

Potted in the form of two conjointed vase with a flattened circular bulb rising from a splayed foot to a tall tubular neck, the exterior
painted with character, bats and gourd, the base inscribed with Qianlong mark. 11.4 inch H; 6.3 inch WNote: Great Marks Auction,
London
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272: Kangxi Mark Antique Teadust Glazed Vase USD 600 - 800

The compressed globular body rising to a tall cylindrical neck, covered overall with a finely mottled opaque glaze of olive-green tone,
the base with an incised sox-character mark. 7.1 inch H; 4.2 inch W

273: Kangxi Mark Antique Red Glazed Vase USD 800 - 1,200

Potted with a globular body resting on a splayed foot, surmounted by a tall slender neck rising from fillet to an everted rim, the
exterior applied with a rich red glaze draining to white at the tim, the interior glazed white, the base with a six-character mark in
underglaze blue. 7.8 inch H; 6.1 inch W

274: Kangxi Mark Antique Glazed Vase USD 600 - 800

Potted with a globular body rising to a long tubular neck, applied overall with a creamy purple glaze, the base inscribed with Kangxi
reign mark. 9.4 inch H; 4.7 inch W

275: Kangxi Mark Antique Blue&White Vase USD 1,500 - 1,800

The baluster rising from a recessed vase to rounded shoulders, surmounted by a tall waisted neck with evereted rim, the exterior
enamelled with a continuous landscape scene, depicting an scholar, accompanied by attendants, the base inscribed with a
six-character in underglaze blue. 10.2 inch H; 4.3 inch W

276: Qing Taokuang Blue&White Vase USD 800 - 1,000

The globular body rising from a spreading foot to a tall waisted neck and flaring mouth, painted around the exterior in rich cobalt-blue
tones with auspicious pattern, all aganist celadon glaze. 10.2 inch H; 5.2 inch W

277: Ming Antique Blue&White Vase USD 1,000 - 1,200

The globular body rising from a splayed foot to a tall waisted neck and flaring mouth, the body painted with a dragon in pursuit of
a"flaming pearl" amidst clouds, with a fitted wood stand. 8.5 inch H; 4.3 inch W

278: Tang Antique Yellow Glazed Pottery Jar&Cover USD 800 - 1,200

Of ovoid form with a short neck and everted rim, the amber glaze extending to the lowest quadrant of vessel exposing the buff body
beneath. 7.1 inch H; 4.8 inch WNote: One piece miss on the cover

279: Ming Antique Jun Flambe Glazed Censer USD 1,200 - 1,500

The compressed globular body raised on three short tapering legs, the short broad neck culminating in a wide angled galleried rim,
covered overall with a blue glaze extending over the interior and exterior with a splash of purple in varing shades, the tips of the feet
left unglazed, the base incised with a four-character. 4.9 inch H; 6.2 inch W
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280: Early 20th Antique Famille Rose Vase USD 800 - 1,200

Modeled with two elephant mask handles, the body depicting eight immortals carrying their respective attributes, all standing on
clouds above swirling waves, the base inscribed with six character in underglaze blue. 11.1 inch H; 7.3 inch W

281: Ming Antique Celadon Glazed Bowl USD 800 - 1,200

With the deep rounded sides rising from a lotus petals foot, covered overall with a soft sea-green glaze. 3.6 inch H; 6.1 inch W

282: Pair Kuangxu Mark Antique Red Glazed Stem Bowl USD 800 - 1,000

Well potted, the rounded sides rising to a flared rim, supported on a hollow slightly spalyed pedestal foot, the exterior applied with a
rich red bubble-suffused glaze draining to white at the rim, the interior glazed white, the interior of the base with a six-character mark
in underglaze blue. 5.2 inch Diameter; 3.9 inch H

283: 18th Antique Flambe Glazed Censer USD 1,000 - 1,200

Based on a bronze prototype, applied with a pair of zoomorphic beast handles, covered overall in a greenish-glaze streaked with
lavender-blue. 4.2 inch H; 7.5 inch W

284: 18th Antique Yellow Glazed Censer USD 800 - 1,000

The rounded sides rising from a spreading foot, applied with two handles, the cover with the design of floral spray, covered overall
with a smooth, rich egg-yolk yellow glaze, the base inscribed with Kangxi reign mark. 5 inch H; 5.9 inch W

285: Pair 19th Antique Famille Rose Tea Jar&Cover USD 300 - 400

Potted with a compressed globular body to an incurved rim, the body painted in three landscape panel, each panel with a pair of
crane resting and the side with floral bloom, all on stylized floral scroll, the base inscribed with Kuangxu reign mark in underglaze
iron-red. 4.2 inch H; 4.8 inch W

286: 19th Copy Antique Wucai Jar&Cover USD 800 - 1,000

The square baluster body rising from a recessed base to a short neck, the exterior painted with blue and red dragons pacing above
in pursuit flaming pearl, the base inscribed with an underglaze blue Jiajing reign mark. 3.5 inch H; 4.6 inch W

287: Kangxi Mark Antique Peach Bloom Glazed Water Pot USD 2,800 - 3,500

Of traditional beehive form, comrprised of a short waisted neck atop the curbing walls incised dark browm and isolated patches of
cream green, the base left white with a six-character mark in underglaze blue. 3.6 inch H; 4.8 inch W
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288: 18th Antique Peach Bloom Water Pot USD 1,200 - 1,500

Finely potted, of classix domed "taibai zun" form, the rounded sides contracting to a naroow waisted neck below a short lipped
mouthrim, all beneath a grey-tinged crimson-red glaze characteristically suffused with shades of lighter greenish-beige spots
imitating the skin of a ripening peach, the recessed base and interior left white, the base inscribed in underglaze blue with Kangxi
reign mark. 3.7 inch H; 4.6 inch W

289: 19th Taokuang Copy Antique Famille Rose Ewer USD 2,500 - 2,800

The ovoid body rising to a tall facetted neck and flared rim, set with a curved spout, between a ruyi border at the rim and petal panels
around the base, the exterior painted with a composite floral scroll, the base inscribed with Qianlong seal mark in underglaze blue.
7.8 inch H; 6.8 inch W

290: 19th Antique Green Glazed Rectangular Censer USD 800 - 1,000

The rectangular body raising from four elephant feet to an everted rim, flanked by a pair of upright curved handles, one elephant in
recumbent position decorated on the top of cover. 7.2 inch H; 8.1 inch W

291: Ming Antique Celadon Glazed Bowl USD 1,000 - 1,500

The rounded sides rising from a tapering foot to a scalloped rim, applied overall save for the base with a translcent celadon glaze.
8.5 inch Diameter; 3.4 inch H

292: Kuangxu Mark Antique Blue&White Dish USD 1,200 - 1,500

The interior painted in inky tones of blue with a medallion enclosing two confronted phoenix amidst cloud wisps, the underside
similarly decorated, the base with a six-character mark. 1.7 inch H; 7.3 inch Diameter

293: 19th Kuangxu Period Antique Famille Rose Bowl USD 800 - 1,000

The rounded sides rising from a tapered foot to a flared rim, the exterior with four medallions, divided by floral sprays, the interior
covered in blue glaze, the base inscribed with Qianlong mark. 2.6 inch H; 5.8 inch Diameter

294: 19th Kuangxu Copy Antique Famille Rose Bowl USD 1,200 - 1,500

Finely potted, the rounded sides rising from a short straight foot to a slightly everted rim, the interior centering painted with Bo gu
(Hundred Antiques), the exterior painted with flora sprays, birds resting on the branch, the rim with square medallions with floral
panel in underglaze-blue, the base with a Qianlong seal mark. 4 inch H; 7.4 inch Diameter

295: 19th Kuangxu Copy Antique Bowl USD 600 - 800

Incised and enamelled to the exterior with two dragons in pursuit of "flaming pearl", the rim decorated with "Shou" subject, the interior
centering painted a five-clawed dragon striding in pursuit of a "flaming pearl", the base with Qianlong seal mark in underglaze blue.
2.6 inch H; 5.8 inch Diameter
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296: 19th Export Antique Famille Rose Bowl USD 400 - 600

With a flared rim, the interior centering painted a floral, the exterior with eight panel of auspicious objects, the lower bulb with a
design of wave and floral scrolls, the base with a seal mark in underglaze red. 3.1 inch H; 6.3 inch Diameter

297: 19th Copy Antique Famille Rose Bowl USD 600 - 800

Decorated in shades of enamelled around the exterior with the "Eight Immortals" holding their respective attributes, the base
inscribed in underglaze blue with Qianlong seal mark. 3.1 inch H; 6.5 inch DiameterNote: Two pieces missed on the top of rim. The
bowl has a crack in it.

298: 19th Antique Famille Rose Bowl USD 400 - 600

The deep rounded sides rising from a short straight foot, the exterior brightly enamelled with floral strapwork, the base inscribed with
Taokuang seal mark in underglaze blue. 2.8 inch H; 6 inch Diameter

299: Pair 19th Antique Doucai Bowl USD 1,200 - 1,800

Each with deep rounded sides rising from a short foot to a gently flaring rim, finely decoratedion on the exterior with a medallion of
composite iorn-red, yellow and blue-petalled lotus scroll forming strapwork panels, all below double-line borders at the rim, the base
inscribed with Xianfeng reigin mark. 2.3 inch H; 4.1 inch W

300: Pair 19th Antique Famille Rose Bowl USD 600 - 800

Each painted around the sides with bright enamels over an underglaze blue deocoration of stylished blossoms borne on formalized
foliated scrolls, the base with Kuangxu reign mark. 2.3 inch H; 4.5 inch Diameter

301: 19th Copy Antique Wucai Bowl&Cover USD 600 - 800

The deep rounded sides rising from a slightly tapered foot to an everted rim, brightly painted to the exterior with "Eight Immortal",
both cover and base insrcibed with Qianlong seal mark in underglaze blue. 3.6n inch H; 5.4 inch W

302: Jin Antique Jun Ware Tripod Censer USD 1,200 - 1,500

The compressed globular body rising from three short tapered legs to a waisted neck with an everted rim, covered overall in blue
glaze suffused with a fine network of crackles, the exterior with an irregularly-shaped purple splash, the feet unglazed to reveal the
gray stoneware body. 2.7 inch H; 3.2 inch W

303: Late Ming Copy Antique Blue&White Water Pot USD 600 - 800

Finely and sturdily potted with a rectangular baluster body rising from a splayed foot to a waisted neck and flared rim, the body
decorated with a ferocious dragon and phoenix scaly coiling around a "flaming pearl", the base inscribed with Jiajing reign mark. 3.6
inch H; 3.3 inch W
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304: Early 20th Pair Antique Items USD 600 - 800

Two pieces of blue porcelain carvings, one snuff bottle of flattened spade shape, carved in openwork with the subject of dragon and
phoenix chasing the flaming pearl amogist ruyi clouds above crashing waves, 2.82 inch H; one porcelain pendant carved in
openwork revealong subject of bat, lotus flower, and fish, surrounding two characters in the center, 2.43 inch H

305: Kangxi Mark Antique Blue&White Vase USD 1,000 - 1,500

Of globular form, with tall slender necks flaring slightly at the rim, the body painted with a continuous figure of human figure scene,
one scholoar is playing instrument others are in sitting position, the bottom with Kangxi mark. 10.5 inch H; 5.3 inch W

306: 18th Antique Blue&White Broken Vase USD 3,000 - 3,500

Of pear-shaped form, the swelling body tapering to a slender waisted neck and everted rim, the body painted with pair of sinuous
five-clawed dragons, alternately in pursuit of "flaming pearl" amidst a composite floral scroll, the underside inscribed with Qianlong
mark. 8.2 inch H; 5.2 inch W

307: 18th Antique Blue Glazed Vase USD 1,200 - 1,500

The baluster body rising from a spreading foot to a tall waisted neck, the exterior painted in lavender blue glazed. 11.5 inch H; 5.2
inch WNote: HK Antique Free Taxes

308: Kangxi Mark Antique Red Glazed Vase USD 800 - 900

The globular body rising from a splyed foot to a tall slightly waisted neck and flaring mouth, covered overall in red glaze, the base
with Kangxi reign mark in underglaze blue. 9.2 inch H; 4.8 inch W

309: Late Ming Antique Blue&White Bowl USD 600 - 800

The rounded sides rising from a tapered foot to a straight rim, painted to the exterior with shi-shi and lotus scroll subject, the interior
centering painted lotus bloom within a double circle. 5.2 inch Diameter; 2.4 inch H

310: Kangxi Export Antique Blue&White Bowl USD 2,000 - 3,000

The deep rounded sides rising from a short straight foot to an everted rim, the exterior painted with Taoism subject, the interior
centering painted with wave, the base with Kangxi mark within double circle in underglaze blue. 5.5 inch Diameter; 2.6 inch H

311: Pair Taokuang Mark Antique Famiile Rose Bowl USD 2,000 - 2,500

With a slightly fiared rim, decorated to the exterior with five bats on a yellow ground, the base inscribed in underglaze blue with a
Taokuang seal mark.5.7 inch Diameter; 2.3 inch H
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312: 18th Antique Blue&White Bowl USD 600 - 800

Well-potted with steep rounded sides, painted to the exterior with Buddhism subject, the interior centering with "Shou" character. 5.6
inch Diameter; 2.7 inch H

313: Late Ming Antique Blue&White And Red Glazed Bowl USD 800 - 1,000

The deep rounded sides supported on a short foot, intricately painted with three fish swiming in underglaze red. 5.8 inch Diameter;
2.3 inch H

314: Qing Antique Blue&White And Red Glazed Bowl USD 1,500 - 1,800

With deep rouded sides and a flared rim, the exterior painted with two shi-shi in pursuit of "flaming pearls", the base inscribed with
Kangxi mark in underglaze blue. 6.4 inch Diameter; 2.7 inch H

315: Pair Xianfeng Mark Antique Famille Rose Tea Cup USD 400 - 600

Each well potted with deep rounded sides rising from a straight foot to a flared rim, the eterior painted in polychrome enamels with
lotus blossoms and leaves above rolling waves, the base inscribed with Xianfeng reign mark in underglaze red. 2.7 inch Diameter;
1.9 inch H

316: Pair Taokuang Mark Antique Famille Rose Tea Cup USD 500 - 600

Each of deep rounded sides rising from a slightly tapered foot to a flared rim, brightly enamelled around the exterior with flower
strapwork, the seal mark inscribed in iron-red. 3.2 inch Diameter; 2.5 inch H

317: Pair Tongzhi Mark Antique Famille Rose Tea Cup USD 200 - 300

Each potted with deep rounded sides rising from a straight foot, the exterior delicately painted with a continuous scene depicting a
lady talking to a boy, the base with seal mark in iron red. 2.9 inch Diameter; 2.3 inch H

318: Pair 19th Copy Antique Doucai Tea Cup USD 3,000 - 3,500

Each of rounde sides rising from a short straight foot to an everted rim, the exterior painted with butterfly amongst floral spray, the
base with Yong zheng reign mark within double circle. 3.3 inch Diameter; 1.5 inch H

319: Yongzheng Mark Antique Famille Rose Tea Cup USD 600 - 800

The rounded sides rising from a tapered foot to a straight rim, painted to the exterior with a continuous landscape scene, birds
resting on the branch, the base inscribed with Yongzheng reign mark in underglaze blue. 3.1 inch Diameter; 1.9 inch H
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320: Kangxu Mark Antique Famille Rose Tea Cup USD 400 - 600

With deep rounded sides, the exterior painted in polychrome enamels blossoms, two birds stand on the top of rock, the base incised
with Kuangxi mark in underglaze red. 3.7 inch Diameter; 2.2 inch H

321: Pair 19th Taokuang Period Antique Red Bowl USD 300 - 400

Each of deep rounded sides rising from a short straight foot to an everted rim, brightly enamelled around the exterior with lotus
strapwork in coral red, the base inscribed with a six-character seal mark. 2.2 inch H; 4.7 inch Diameter

322: 19th Copy Ming Antique Blue&White Dish USD 600 - 800

The rounded sides rising from a short tapered foot to a white, slightly everted rim, the interior centering paitned with a pair of fish
swimming amidst a lotus pond with other aquatic plants, the exterior similarly painted with a domed medallion, inscribed to the base
with Xuande reign mark within a double-circle. 1.9 inch H; 9.2 inch Diameter

323: Early 20th Copy 18th Famille Rose Dish USD 800 - 1,200

The gently rounded sides rising from a short tapering foot to a lipped rim, painted in centering with a pair of chilong amidst a
composite of floral scroll and ripe peaches, encircled by six bats, the exterior painted with stylized floral sprays, the base incised with
Qianlong reign mark within a double circle. 2.1 inch H; 9.8 inch Diameter

324: Chinese antique Blue and White Porcelain Pot USD 500 - 800

In circular form, the pot is covered overall in deep blue glazed, wave patterns are painted all over the body, highlighted by boys
subject.

325: Qianlong Mark Antique Blue&White Vase USD 2,200 - 2,800

Of cong form, the body of square section rising from a short straight circular foot to a tapering circular neck with a lipped rim, the
body enamelled with a continuous lotus scroll above a band of lappets and a classic border. 14.6 inch H; 5.5 inch W

326: Ming Antique Celadon Glazed Dragon USD 400 - 500

Skifully worked as a five-clawed dragon writhing its body, covered overall in a sea-green glaze. 15.2 inch L

327: Song Antique Ru-Type Dish USD 200,000 - 300,000

Elegantly potted, the wide flaring sides rising from a countersunken base resting on a gently tapered foot, sweeping up to an everted
rim gracefully divided into six lobes. 1.2 inch H; 6.2 inch Diameter
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328: Group of Chinese Antiques USD 300 - 400

Four pieces of Chinese antiques, a carved wood and spinach jade four-panel table screen with each screen panel inset with one
openwork carving jade plaques carved on one side, 12.75 inch H; a well-cast shallow bronze bowl with floral edge, 5.71 inch
Diameters; a large size carved oval wood plate flanked by two handles carved with phoenix feather marks, 26 inch L; a tin plate cast
in openwork on the edge with a writhing dragoon above crashing waves on the inner side. 11.75 inch Diameters.

329: Group Meissen Porcelain And Lace Dish USD 200 - 300

Consisting of four assembled meission dish and five blue&white lace dish, each meission dish painted with bright sprays of flowers
among scattered sprigs, the lace dish interior centering painted with a dragon amongst clouds in pursuit of "flaming pearl", the band
with a transparent glaze to produce the effect of lace, all base inscribed with a character. 5.6-6.9 inch Diameter; 0.7-0.9 inch H

330: Pair 19th Antique Huali Ice Cabinet USD 1,200 - 1,500

Each of rectangular form with square corners, the pair of single panel door, two side decorated with a pair of c-curved handles. 20
inch H

331: Group of 19th Antique Garment Hooks USD 800 - 1,000

Seven pairs of garment hooks; three pairs made of jadeite inlaid with bronze hooks, rectangular edge ending with a dragon head and
a semi-globular hook, large ones 3.54 inch L, small ones 2.68 inch L; the other four pairs made of cropper, cast in openwork of
archaistic patterns of ancient coins, flanked by bats with outstreching wings. 2.06 inch L each

332: 18-19th Antique Thai Buddha USD 300 - 400

Cast with his hands resting palm upward in dhyana mudra as he sits in meditation on a base rising from a triangular-sectioned plinth,
the surfaces showing traces of black and gilt lacquer. 8 inch H

333: Early 20th Antique Cloisonne Vase USD 100 - 150

Cast with a globular body resting on a gilt-bronze countersunk base and surmounted by a tall tubular neck with a gilt-bronze lipped
mouthrim, the exterior decorated in vivid cloisonnÃ© enamels with a pair of five-clawed scaly golden dragons writhing towards a
flame pearl, all above a band of crashing waves encircling the foot. 6.25 inch H

334: Pair Late 19th Antique Cloisoone Vase USD 5,000 - 8,000

Each rising from a globular body with a raised string band along the shoudler and resting on a tall foot, depicting two butterfly on
each handle, the body painted with egrets and lotus plants across the surface, repeat similiary on exterior. 21.7 inch H; 8.9 inch W
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